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Entry Level Fire Training Skill Sheets

PREFACE

Firefighter I and II

Welcome to the Pennsylvania “Entry Level Fire Training” curriculum. Your instructor has, or will
introduce you to five levels (courses) that make up the “Entry Level Fire Training” curriculum for
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
First it is important to understand that there is no requirement or law in the Commonwealth
mandating Entry Level Fire Training for any fire service personnel. Each department/company
must decide which level of training their personnel should complete in order to be properly trained
for their assigned duties. The final decision on the level of training always remains with the fire
department/company and its officers.
This skills booklet is broken into five different parts. Each part represents the skills taught in the
five levels (courses) and corresponds to the skills introduced in the companion text, the
International Fire Service Training Association (ISFTA) Essentials of Firefighting. These skills
represent potential fire ground, station duties, and assignments routinely conducted by entry level
firefighters.
It is very important that you care for this book as it is your passport to the next level(s) in the Entry
Level Fire Training Curriculum. These sheets will be signed by your instructor(s).
These skill sheets also provide you the knowledge and abilities to practice and successfully meet
the competencies of the Pennsylvania Voluntary Fire Service Certification program for Firefighter 1
and Firefighter 2.
It is the goal of the Office of the State Fire Commissioner and the Pennsylvania State Fire Academy
to reduce the Line-Of-Duty Deaths (LODD) that affects not only the Commonwealth, but also the
entire United States. These skill sheets, as well as the information found in your textbook,
combined with the knowledge and skills of your instructors will help you safely respond to, operate
at, and return from all fire department incidents.
The Office of the State Fire Commissioner (OSFC) and the Pennsylvania State Fire Academy (PSFA)
take pride in meeting the diverse training needs of the fire and emergency services in Pennsylvania.
We wish you all the best in your training endeavors. If you need any additional information, please
go to the Pennsylvania State Fire Academy website at www.osfc.state.pa.us.
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Entry Level Fire Training Skill Sheets

PREFACE

Firefighter I and II

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3

Level 4

Level 5

Introduction to the Fire Service
All personnel learn how to safely respond to,
return from, and operate during fire
department emergencies
Fire Ground Support
Whether a driver operator, Junior Firefighter
or a new member, learn task-specific training
involving non suppression activities
Exterior Firefighter
Skills required to perform exterior fire ground
operations
Interior Firefighter
Skills required to perform interior structural
fire operations
Advanced Firefighter
Skills required to perform advanced fire
ground duties and assignments

Firefighter I Skills

Firefighter I Skills

Firefighter I Skills

Firefighter I Skills

Firefighter II Skills

A special thanks to the Educational Training Agency (ETA) “Entry Level Fire Training Working Group”, the
committee who participated in finalizing the PA Entry Level Fire Training Skill Sheets and to all the ETA’s
that participated in the development of the entry level fire training curriculum.
Ed Mann, State Fire Commissioner
George Stapleton, State Fire Academy Administrator
Bruce Trego, State Fire Academy Assistant Administrator
Steve Imbarlina, Allegheny County Fire Academy
Bruce Manning, McKean County Emergency Management Agency
Ed O’Hanlon, Montgomery County Fire Academy
Kirby Kerber, Delaware County Public Safety Training Center
Michael Krzeminski, Highlands Emergency Services Alliance
Nicholas Wuckovich, Jr., Bucks County Community College
Ron Givler, Harrisburg Area Community College
Tom Barnowski, Northampton County Community College
Tom Cook, Pittsburgh Bureau of Fire
William Hall, Lancaster County Public Safety Center
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Firefighter Code of Ethics
Background

The Fire Service is a noble calling, one which is founded on mutual respect and trust between firefighters
and the citizens they serve. To ensure the continuing integrity of the Fire Service, the highest standards of
ethical conduct must be maintained at all times.
Developed in response to the publication of the Fire Service Reputation Management White Paper, the
purpose of this National Firefighter Code of Ethics is to establish criteria that encourages fire service
personnel to promote a culture of ethical integrity and high standards of professionalism in our field. The
broad scope of this recommended Code of Ethics is intended to mitigate and negate situations that may result
in embarrassment and waning of public support for what has historically been a highly respected profession.
Ethics comes from the Greek word ethos, meaning character. Character is not necessarily defined by how a
person behaves when conditions are optimal and life is good. It is easy to take the high road when the path
is paved and obstacles are few or non-existent. Character is also defined by decisions made under pressure,
when no one is looking, when the road contains land mines, and the way is obscured. As members of
the Fire Service, we share a responsibility to project an ethical character of professionalism, integrity,
compassion, loyalty and honesty in all that we do, all of the time.
We need to accept this ethics challenge and be truly willing to maintain a culture that is consistent with the
expectations outlined in this document. By doing so, we can create a legacy that validates and sustains the
distinguished Fire Service institution, and at the same time ensure that we leave the Fire Service in better
condition than when we arrived.
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Firefighter Code of Ethics
I understand that I have the responsibility to conduct myself in a manner that reflects proper ethical
behavior and integrity. In so doing, I will help foster a continuing positive public perception of the fire
service. Therefore, I pledge the following…
• Always conduct myself, on and off duty, in a manner that reflects positively on myself, my department
and the fire service in general.
• Accept responsibility for my actions and for the consequences of my actions.
• Support the concept of fairness and the value of diverse thoughts and opinions.
• Avoid situations that would adversely affect the credibility or public perception of the fire service
profession.
• Be truthful and honest at all times and report instances of cheating or other dishonest acts that
compromise the integrity of the fire service.
• Conduct my personal affairs in a manner that does not improperly influence the performance of my
duties, or bring discredit to my organization.
• Be respectful and conscious of each member’s safety and welfare.
• Recognize that I serve in a position of public trust that requires stewardship in the honest and efficient
use of publicly owned resources, including uniforms, facilities, vehicles and equipment and that these
are protected from misuse and theft.
• Exercise professionalism, competence, respect and loyalty in the performance of my duties and use
information, confidential or otherwise, gained by virtue of my position, only to benefit those I am
entrusted to serve.
• Avoid financial investments, outside employment, outside business interests or activities that conflict
with or are enhanced by my official position or have the potential to create the perception of impropriety.
• Never propose or accept personal rewards, special privileges, benefits, advancement, honors or gifts
that may create a conflict of interest, or the appearance thereof.
• Never engage in activities involving alcohol or other substance use or abuse that can impair my mental
state or the performance of my duties and compromise safety.
• Never discriminate on the basis of race, religion, color, creed, age, marital status, national origin,
ancestry, gender, sexual preference, medical condition or handicap.
• Never harass, intimidate or threaten fellow members of the service or the public and stop or report the
actions of other firefighters who engage in such behaviors.
• Responsibly use social networking, electronic communications, or other media technology opportunities
in a manner that does not discredit, dishonor or embarrass my organization, the fire service and the
public. I also understand that failure to resolve or report inappropriate use of this media equates to
condoning this behavior.
Developed by the National Society of Executive Fire Officers
5
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Entry Level Fire Training Skill Sheets

Firefighter I

LEVEL 1

2013 Edition, NFPA 1001

INTRODUCTION
TO
FIRE SERVICE

Entry Level Fire Training Level 1 Practical Skill Sheets
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Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) – Donning
Chapter 6
Practical Skill 6-I-1

OBJECTIVE: Inspecting, Donning and Doffing of Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE)

Firefighter I

2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.1.2, 5.3.1, 5.3.2, 5.3.3

Student Name:

Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature:

INSTRUCTIONS:

The student shall don structural personal protective equipment (per NFPA 1971), according to
the manufacturer’s recommendations, within one minute.

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

Accessible location for all students to don PPE

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Complete Set of Personal Protective Equipment/Clothing

SAFETY:

Always allow several feet of space between students to prevent injuries.

Criteria:

Initial

Retest

1. Completes State Fire Academy Self inspection PPE Checklist
2. Boots
3. Pants (includes all fasteners and suspenders/belts)
4. Protective hood
5. Coat (includes all fasteners/closures/straps with 2-inch overlap min. on bunker pants)
6. Helmet (chin strap cinched and under chin) and eye protection in place
7. Structural Gloves (wristlets used with gauntlet style (short glove) with no skin exposed)
8. Exposed skin (no exposed skin is permitted except for facial area)
9. Don PPE and completed in less than 1 minute (time entered here ___________)
10. Remove PPE and place clothing in ready state for immediate reuse/donning

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:

Entry Level Fire Training Level 1 Practical Skill Sheets

Page 1 of 1
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Pennsylvania State Fire Academy
Personal Protective Equipment Inspection Checklist
This equipment is assigned to:

Inspection Date:

Instructions:
1. This checklist shall be used for a structural fire fighting ensemble only.
2. Soiled or contaminated gear shall be cleaned prior to inspection.
3. Use universal precautions during the inspection process.
4. Any item identified in italics and marked yes (Y) will require further inspection by either a trained
individual or an Independent Service Provider (ISP).
5. The following inspection elements should not be considered all inclusive. In the event that you find
something that requires further inspection, do not hesitate to have it evaluated further.
6. This inspection should in no way be interpreted as complying with the Advanced Inspection requirements
established by NFPA 1851 Selection, Care, and Maintenance of Structural Fire Fighting Protective
Ensemble 2007 Edition.
7. Place an X in the appropriate box.
Serial Number:

HELMET
P

F

P

Evaluation for fit
Soiling
Damage to shell: Cracks, dents, abrasions
Damage to liner: rips, tears, or thermal damage

F

Suspension System
Damaged or missing reflective trim
N Y
Visible damage to impact cap?

EYE PROTECTION
P

F

N Y
The face shield or goggle system does not function
as designed?

Damaged or missing components to faceshield or goggle system

HOOD
P

F

P

Evaluation for fit
Soiling
Contamination from hazardous materials or biological agents
Loss of face opening adjustments / shrinkage

F

Rips, tears, cuts, or thermal damage
N Y
Is the seam integrity compromised?
The elastic does not rebound?

FOOTWEAR
P
Evaluation for fit
Soiling
Contamination from hazardous materials or biological agents
Rips, tears, and thermal damage
Loss of water resistance
Closure Systems Damage

F

P F
Damaged or deformed safety toe, mid-sole and
shank
N Y
Is seam integrity or liner compromised?
Is the sole or heel excessively worn?
The closure system does not function properly?
Is the liner showing excessive wear?
10

Serial Number:

COAT
P F

N Y
Is seam integrity compromised?

Coat overlaps trousers by at least 2”
Soiling
Contamination from hazardous materials or biological agents
Rips, tears, and cuts
Damaged or missing hardware
Thermal damage such as charring, burn holes, or
melting in any layers
Damaged or missing reflective trim

Does any part of the outer shell feel brittle?
Is the moisture barrier compromised (rips, discoloration, or thermal damage)?
Is label missing or illegible?
Are wristlets not functioning properly?
Has any part of the liner shifted or appear thin
when compared with surrounding material?
The Velcro is not holding as it should?
The liner system does not appear to securely attach
to the outer shell?
Closures do not appear to function correctly?

Serial Number:

PANTS / TROUSERS
P

F

N Y
Does any part of the outer shell feel brittle?

Soiling
Contamination from hazardous materials or biological agents
Rips, tears, and cuts
Damaged or missing hardware
Thermal damage such as charring, burn holes, or
melting in any layers
Damaged or missing reflective trim

Is the moisture barrier compromised (rips, discoloration, or thermal damage)?
Is label missing or illegible?
Are anklets not functioning properly?
Has any part of the liner shifted or appear thin
when compared with surrounding material?
The Velcro is not holding as it should?
The liner system does not appear to securely attach

N Y to the outer shell?
Is seam integrity compromised?

Closures do not appear to function correctly?

GLOVES
P
Evaluation for fit
Soiling
Contamination from hazardous materials or biological agents
Rips, tears, cuts, or thermal damage

F

P
Inverted Liner(Liner pull out of gloves)
Shrinkage
Loss of elasticity or flexibility

Comments:

Inspected By (Print):

(Signature)
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Forcible Entry – Tools and Scene Lighting
Chapter 11
Practical Skill 10-I-1,
Practical Skill 11-I-1,2
Firefighter I
Student Name:

OBJECTIVE: Tool Orientation (identify and inspect)
hand tools, power tools and utilize Emergency Scene
Equipment and Illumination
2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.1.2, 5.3.4, 5.3.17
Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature:

INSTRUCTIONS:

The student, using materials provided, shall name all tools and state the class of tool, inspect and
service check the tool, and shall illuminate an area or areas as directed by the instructor.

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

Fully equipped FD Engine, Truck, Rescue or large tool cache, Portable Electric Generator,
Electric Extension Cords, and Portable Lighting Equipment, Portable Fire Extinguisher while
demonstrating re-fueling operations.

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Complete Set of Personal Protective Equipment (including eye protection)

SAFETY:

Always ensure safety while conducting practical exercises, lighting equipment may be hot.

AHJ will determine the degree of accuracy, time limit, or required steps.
Criteria
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Initial

Retest

Student can name all tools in the Cutting tool class (as presented).
Student can name all tools in the Prying/Spreading tool class (as presented).
Student can name all tools in the Pushing/Pulling class (as presented).
Student can name all tools in the Striking tool class (as presented).
Assures generator and power tool readiness and performance (checks fuel/oil)
Start (service check) all power tools (as available)
Operates generator and runs tests required by service manual
Identifies and assembles adapters, cords, and portable lighting equipment
Illuminates area(s) as directed by instructor

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:

Entry Level Fire Training Level 1 Practical Skill Sheets
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Firefighter Safety – Establishing a Work Area
Chapter 2
Practical Skill 2-I-2

OBJECTIVE: Backing Fire Apparatus and Establishing a
Work Area – Scene Management at Roadway incidents

Firefighter I

2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.3.3

Student Name:

Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature:

INSTRUCTIONS:

The student, wearing complete PPE, with traffic vest, demonstrates the ability to act as a spotter
to safely back up fire apparatus and set up a safe zone around the apparatus

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

Fire Department Apparatus, Traffic Vests, Traffic Cones, Warning Signs, Flags

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Complete Set of Personal Protective Clothing and Traffic Safety Vest

SAFETY:

Always ensure student safety while conducting practical exercises. Use caution when working
around traffic and fire apparatus.

Criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Student is wearing all appropriate PPE, including traffic safety vest
Always remains visible to driver/operator when vehicle is in reverse
Maintains situational awareness (hazards and obstacles)
Uses appropriate hand signals for communicating with driver
Uses hand light appropriately and does not shine hand light in mirror or blind driver
Waits for parking brake to be applied before leaving position
Establishes a one lane taper zone (75’-100’) from apparatus, using appropriate
equipment (traffic cones) upstream of traffic
Identifies work area downstream of traffic
Remove traffic control devices and always faces approaching traffic when picking up

Instructor Notes:

Entry Level Fire Training Level 1 Practical Skill Sheets

Initial

Retest

Student Notes:

Page 1 of 1

Firefighter Safety – Emergency Response
Chapter 2
Practical Skill 2-I-1

OBJECTIVE: Emergency Response on Motorized Fire
Apparatus

Firefighter I

2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.3.2, 5.3.3

Student Name:

Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature:

INSTRUCTIONS:

The student, during a simulated response to an emergency, shall demonstrate precautions to
take for a safe response and how to correctly mount and dismount fire apparatus with a hand
tool. The student may verbalize certain safety precautions when actual equipment is not
present.

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

Fire Department Apparatus and various Hand Tools

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Complete Set of Personal Protective Equipment/Clothing, hand tools

SAFETY:

Ensure student safety by the use of seatbelts and eliminate slip and fall hazards.

Criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Initial

Retest

Mounts apparatus safely with hand tool using appropriate hand rail(s) while observing
surroundings
Wears all PPE (except helmet inside enclosed cab)
Wears eye protection for non-enclosed cabs
Sits in a seat within the cab and fastens passenger restraint device(s)
Wears hearing protection (may be verbalized) while seated in cab
Dismounts apparatus wearing full PPE (including helmet) safely with hand tool using
appropriate handrail(s) and step(s) and observing surroundings

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:

Entry Level Fire Training Level 1 Practical Skill Sheets
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Entry Level Fire Training Skill Sheets

Firefighter I

LEVEL 2

2013 Edition, NFPA 1001

FIRE
GROUND
SUPPORT

Entry Level Fire Training Level 2 Practical Skill Sheets
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Fire Hose – Cleaning and Inspecting
Chapter 15
Practical Skills 15-I-2

OBJECTIVE: Cleaning, Maintaining and Inspecting Fire
Hose

Firefighter I

2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.5.2

Student Name:

Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature:

INSTRUCTIONS:

The student shall demonstrate inspecting and cleaning fire hose. The student shall demonstrate
the procedure for replacing a gasket and removing fire hose from service.

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

One (1) 50' Section of 1-3/4" Fire Hose, One (1) 50' Section of 2-1/2" Fire Hose, Bucket, Scrub
Brush/broom, Water, and Replacement Hose Gaskets

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Water resistant Foot and hand protection

SAFETY:

Always ensure student safety whole conducting practical exercises.

Criteria:

Initial

Retest

1. Stretch hose while protecting male end to full length on flat, dry surface
2. Use clear water and scrub brush/broom (detergent only when extremely soiled)
3. Inspects hose couplings (start at male end) for defects/damage (oblong coupling,
separated from hose, missing gaskets, and thread damage)
4. Slowly walk along hose, visually inspecting surface of hose jacket for abrasion, burns or
damage while cleaning
5. Inspects hose couplings (female end) for defects/damage (separated from hose,
missing gaskets, and thread damage)
6. Turns hose over to inspect bottom side and repeat visual while cleaning
7. Demonstrates rolling an out of service length of hose (female coupling in, male
coupling out, damaged area(s) marked and hose tagged or overhand knot in hose
indicating out of service)
8. Remove old or damaged gasket (remove if not pliable, has cracks or deep depressions
caused by over tightening)
9. Pick up new gasket with middle finger and thumb, and fold loop upward with index
finger
10. Place gasket into swivel, large loop first, smoothing as necessary to seat

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:

Entry Level Fire Training Level 2 Practical Skill Sheets
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Fire Hose – Rolling Hose
Chapter 15
Practical Skill 15-I-3
Practical Skill 15-I-4
Firefighter I
Student Name:

INSTRUCTIONS:

OBJECTIVE: Rolling Fire Hose
2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.5.2
Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature:

The student shall demonstrate four (4) different types of hose rolls: straight roll, donut roll, twin
donut roll, and self-locking twin donut roll. Either donut roll method is acceptable. The student
may choose the order in which the hose is rolled. Upon completion of this objective, all hose shall
be unrolled and returned to the condition in which they were found.

.
MATERIALS

Four (4) 50’ Sections of Double Jacket 2 ½” Fire Hose, Hose Straps, Webbing

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Must have a minimum of hand, head and foot protection at the discretion of the instructor when
loading hose

SAFETY:

Student must walk. Always ensure student safety whole conducting practical exercises.

Criteria: Straight Roll
1. Rolls male coupling in to protect (opposite of out of service roll)
2. Tight roll, lays roll down and tamps exposed coils
Criteria: Donut Roll (Method One)
3. Starts roll approximately 5' – 6' from center toward male coupling
4. Rolls toward female coupling
5. Ends with sufficient hose (approximately 3') to fold over and protect male coupling
Criteria: Donut Roll (Method Two)
6. Grasp either coupling end, and carry it to the opposite end. The loop should lie flat,
straight and without twists
7. Face the coupling ends
8. Start the roll of the male coupling about 2 ½ feet from the bend
9. Roll the hose toward the male coupling
10. Lay the roll fat on the ground as the roll approaches the male coupling
11. Draw the female coupling end around the male coupling to protect and complete the
roll
Criteria: Twin Donut Roll
12. Places couplings together forming two parallel lines
13. Start the roll by folding the loop end over and upon the two hose lengths
14. Roll both lengths simultaneously toward the coupling ends to form a twin roll
15. Insert a strap through the center of the roll for carrying purposes
Criteria: Self-Locking Twin Donut Roll
16. Places couplings together
17. Hose laid flat without twisting, forming two parallel lines from the looped end

Entry Level Fire Training Level 2 Practical Skill Sheets

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

Page 1 of 2
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Fire Hose – Rolling Hose
Chapter 15
Practical Skill 15-I-3
Practical Skill 15-I-4
Firefighter I
Student Name:

OBJECTIVE: Rolling Fire Hose
2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.5.2
Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature:

Criteria: Self-Locking Twin Donut Roll (continued)
18. Moves one side (up and over) to opposite, at the 2' – 3', creating a large loop
19. Faces couplings and brings distal end of loop and places it where the hose crosses
20. Starts roll at crossed hoses, rolls toward the couplings and forms twin rolls
21. Adjust loops (creating one short and one long) by pulling one side through
22. Places long loop through short loop behind couplings and snug tightly

Instructor Notes:

Initial

Retest

Student Notes:

Entry Level Fire Training Level 2 Practical Skill Sheets
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Fire Hose – Hose Loads
Chapter 15
Practical Skill 15-I-5
Practical Skill 15-I-6
Firefighter I
Student Name:

OBJECTIVE: Accordion Hose Load utilizing Reverse Lay
and Flat Lay Hose Load utilizing a Forward Lay
2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.5.2
Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature:

INSTRUCTIONS:

Two (2) students shall demonstrate the loading of an accordion hose load for a reverse lay and a
flat hose load for a forward lay. The students working as a team shall load the sections of supply
hose but must instruct each other as if he/she had no prior hose loading knowledge. Upon
completion, the students must unload the hose for the next team of students.

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

Four (4) 50’ sections of 2 ½” or 3” hose or Two 100’ sections (2) of LDH supply hose, Fire Engine/
hose bed simulator

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Complete Set of Personal Protective Equipment. Depending on weather conditions, must have a
minimum of foot, hand and head protection at the discretion of the instructor.

SAFETY:

Always ensure student safety while conducting practical exercises.

Criteria Accordion Hose Load (reverse lay):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

Inspect the hose and hose coupling for damage
Lays first length on edge against divider/partition
Folds hose back upon itself and back to the rear next to the first length
Fold hose at the rear of hose bed so that the bend is even with the rear edge of bed
Lay hose back to the front and continues pattern across the hose bed
Staggers fold at rear hose bed edge so every other bend is 2 inches shorter
Angle the hose upward to start the next tier
Make the first fold of the second tier directly over the last fold of the first tier
Creates “Dutchman” folds, as needed, to assure straight hose coupling deployment

Criteria Flat Hose Load (forward lay):
10. Inspect the hose and hose coupling for damage
11. Lays first length flat against divider/partition with male coupling to front of bed
12. Folds hose upon itself, on top of first length and even with rear edge of bed
13. Continues toward front of bed, angling slightly to place this length adjacent to the first
14. Continues pattern across the bed
15. Staggers fold at rear edge (long and short folds at rear edge of bed)
16. Creates “Dutchman” folds, as needed, to assure straight hose coupling deployment
17. Demonstrates start of second layer repeating steps 13-17 above

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:

Entry Level Fire Training Level 2 Practical Skill Sheets
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Fire Hose – Minuteman Hose Load
Chapter 15
Practical Skill 15-I-11
Practical Skill 15-I-14
Firefighter I
Student Name:

INSTRUCTIONS:

OBJECTIVE: Load and Deploy Minuteman Hose Load
2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.5.2, 5.3.10
Date:

PASS (x)

FAIL (x)

Instructor Signature:

The student working as a team shall demonstrate loading the minuteman hose load with all
sections of 1 ¾“. The student will instruct the firefighter how to load as if he/she had no prior
hose loading knowledge. Upon completion, the student must deploy the hose and return for
reloading by the second firefighter who will then redeploy the hose.

.
MATERIALS

Three or four (3-4) 50’ Sections of 1 ¾” hose, One Nozzle and Fire Engine or Hose Bed Simulator

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Complete Set of Personal Protective Equipment. Must have a minimum of hand, head and foot
protection at the discretion of the instructor when loading hose.

SAFETY:

Always ensure student safety while conducting practical exercises.

Criteria: Loading Minuteman Load
1. Attaches one (1) 50' section of hose to appropriate male discharge connection
2. Lays first length inside/against divider/partition depending on pre-connect setup:
Pulls remainder of first section to the front and out of the hose bed or pulls remainder
of first section to the opposite side and out of the hose bed.
3. Couples remaining sections of hose and attaches nozzle to male coupling
4. Places nozzle atop first length even with rear of bed (or edge of cross lay)
5. Lays hose against divider/partition toward front of bed (or opposite side of cross lay)
6. Folds hose and continues toward rear of bed (or opposite side) angling slightly to place
this length adjacent to the first
7. Continues in above manner until all hose (except first section) has been loaded
Note: Bottom folds may be longer for pulling purposes
8. Connects male coupling of first section to female coupling of last section loaded
9. Lays first section atop others in manner consistent with above method
Criteria: Deploying Minuteman Load
10. Grasp the nozzle and bottom loops, if provided
11. Pull the load approximately one-third to one-half of the way out of the hose bed
12. Face away from the apparatus and place hose load on shoulder nozzle at stomach
13. Walk away from the apparatus, pulling the hose of the bed by the bottom loop
14. Advance toward the fire, allowing the load to flake off from the top of the pile
15. Flake out any remaining hose to ensure no kinks

Instructor Notes:

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

Student Notes:

Entry Level Fire Training Level 2 Practical Skill Sheets
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Fire Hose – Pre-connected Flat Hose Load
Chapter 15
Practical Skill 15-I-9
Practical Skill 15-I-14
Firefighter I
Student Name:

INSTRUCTIONS:

OBJECTIVE: Load and Deploy Pre-connected Flat Hose
Load
2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.5.2, 5.3.10
Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature:

The student(s) working as a team shall demonstrate the loading of the pre-connected flat hose
load with all sections of 1 ¾“ hose. The student will instruct the second firefighter to assist in
loading as if he/she had no prior hose loading knowledge. Upon completion, the student deploys
the hose and returns for reloading by the second firefighter who will then redeploy the hose.

.
MATERIALS

Three or four (3-4) 50’ sections of 1 ¾” hose, one nozzle and fire engine or hose bed simulator

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Complete Set of Personal Protective Equipment. Must have a minimum of Hand, Head and Foot
Protection at the discretion of the Instructor when loading hose.

SAFETY:

Always ensure student safety while conducting practical exercises.

Criteria: Loading Pre-connected Flat Hose Load
1. Attaches female coupling to appropriate male discharge connection
2. Lays first length flat against divider/partition then folds hose upon itself even with
edge of bed
3. Continues toward front of bed (or opposite side) angling slightly to place this length
adjacent to the first
4. Continues toward rear of bed (or opposite side) placing next length against preceding
length or opposite divider/partition thus creating the first tier of hose
5. Continues in above manner until next coupling or one-third total length of load creates
approximately 8” loop (for pull handle at one-third total length of load) Note: Loops
on both sides for cross lay beds
6. Continues with folds (as above) until next coupling or two-thirds total length of load
creates approx. 14” loop (for pull handle at two-thirds total length of load) Note:
Loops on both sides for cross lay beds
7. Completes load with male coupling on top and attach nozzle
8. Creates short folds as needed throughout, so couplings do not hang out
Criteria: Deploying Pre-connected Flat Hose Load
9. Put one arm through longer loop and grasp the shorter pull loop with the same hand
10. Grasp the nozzle with the opposite hand and pull the load from the bed using loops
11. Walk toward the fire and proceed until the hose if fully extended
12. Repack and switch positions

Instructor Notes:

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

Student Notes:
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Fire Hose – Triple-Layer Hose Load
Chapter 15
Practical Skill 15-I-10
Practical Skill 15-I-14
Firefighter I
Student Name:

INSTRUCTIONS:

OBJECTIVE: Load and Deploy Triple-Layer Hose Load
2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.5.2, 5.3.10
Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature:

The student working as a team shall demonstrate loading the triple-layer hose load with all
sections of 1-3/4" hose. The student will instruct the firefighter how to load as if he/she had no
prior hose loading knowledge. Upon completion, the student must deploy the hose and return
for reloading by the second firefighter who will then redeploy the hose.

.
MATERIALS

Three or four (3-4) 50’ sections of 1 ¾” hose, one nozzle and fire engine or hose bed simulator

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Complete Set of Personal Protective Equipment. Must have a minimum of hand, head and foot
protection at the discretion of the instructor when loading hose.

SAFETY:

Always ensure student safety while conducting practical exercises.

Criteria: Loading Triple-Layer Hose Load
1. Starts by coupling all sections of hose together into one length in a straight line from
the hose bed
2. Attaches female coupling to appropriate male discharge
3. Grabs hose at a point approximately two-thirds the total length from hose bed
4. Pulls hose back upon itself creating a three-layer stack of hose
5. Rolls toward female coupling
6. Picks up entire stack and begins folding stack into hose bed
7. Lays first length flat against divider/partition toward front of bed (or opposite side)
8. Folds stack and continues back toward rear of bed (or opposite side) angling slightly to
place this length adjacent first and then against opposite divider/partition
9. Continues in above manner until entire length has been loaded
10. Completes load by attaching nozzle to male coupling
Criteria: Deploying Triple-layer Hose Load
11. Place the nozzle and fold on the first tier over the shoulder
12. Face the direction of travel and walk away from the apparatus
13. Pull the hose completely out of the bed
14. Drop the folded end from the shoulder when the hose bed has been cleared
15. Advance the nozzle
16. Repack and switch positions

Instructor Notes:

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

Student Notes:
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Water Supply/Fire Hose – Hydrant Connection
Chapter 14 and 15
Practical Skill 14-I-1
Practical Skill 15-I-12
Firefighter I
Student Name:

OBJECTIVE: Making the Hydrant Connection and
Operating a Hydrant
2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.3.15, 5.3.2
Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature:

INSTRUCTIONS:

The students working as a team shall demonstrate deploying one (1) section of Large-Diameter
Hose (LDH) from the fire engine to the fire hydrant. One student makes the hydrant connection
and the other the engine intake connection. When the hydrant has been opened and the hose
has been charged students switch positions, close the hydrant, disconnect and drain the hose,
and load the hose. Once completed, students repeat and change positions.

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

Fire Department Pumper (equipped with large-diameter hose), Fire Hydrant Adapters as needed,
Two (2) Storz Spanner Wrenches, One (1) Hydrant Wrench, and Operable Fire Hydrant

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Complete Set of Personal Protective Equipment. During clean-up must have a minimum of hand,
head and foot protection at the discretion of the instructor.

SAFETY:

Must walk (not run) through exercise. Ensure student safety with proper lighting techniques. Do
not stand in front of closed caps; do not lean over top of operating hydrant.

Criteria:

Initial

Retest

1. Firefighter 1: Grasps enough hose to reach hydrant (one or two folds)
2. Assembles correct tools (hydrant wrench and spanners)
3. Pull enough supply line to reach and fold/wrap around hydrant
4. Signal to driver/operator to proceed away from hydrant (do not hold or stand on hose)
5. Remove hydrant cap and place hydrant wrench on the valve stem operating nut
6. Remove hose loop from hydrant and connect the hose to outlet
7. Deploys (flakes) balance of hose before opening hydrant
8. No leaks at hydrant connection (must check gasket)
9. Opens fire hydrant (completely and slowly turning typically counterclockwise)
10. Removes kinks in hose and switch positions to engine
11. Firefighter 2: Remove any hose from hose bed to first coupling
12. If using hose clamp, Firefighter 2 demonstrates the use of hose clamp
13. Disconnect hose and bring coupling to pump panel to connect to fire pump intake
14. Chase hose removing any kinks and checking for leaks
15. Switch positions, close hydrant (completely slowing turning typically counterclockwise)
16. Remove hose, check if hydrant is draining (dry-barrel style) and hand tighten cap

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:
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Water Supply – Drafting
Chapter 14
Practical Skills 14-I-3

OBJECTIVE: Connect and place a Hard-Suction Hose for
Drafting from a Static Water Source

Firefighter I

2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.5.2

Student Name:

Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature:

INSTRUCTIONS:

The student as a member of team shall demonstrate connecting two lengths of hard-suction
(sleeve) hose and the floating or conventional barrel-type strainer and rope. Connect the hard
sleeve to the appropriate intake on the pumper and secure the rope so that the strainer is not
resting on the bottom. (A ladder can also be placed under the hard sleeve and strainer).

MATERIALS
PROVIDED

Fire Engine, 2 lengths of 10’ section of Hard-suction (sleeve) Hose, Strainer, 50’ of ½” Utility Rope,
Water Source, or a Portable Pond, Rubber Mallet and a 12’-20’ Straight or Roof Ladder.

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Complete Set of Personal Protective Equipment. If working around deep water a personal
flotation device is required

SAFETY:

Ensure student safety by encouraging proper lifting techniques. Use a partner to assist with the
hard sleeve hose

Criteria:

Initial

Retest

1. Selects proper hard sleeve hoses (size and length) and strainer equipment
2. Align hard sleeve sections, hand tighten in clockwise direction and appliance
connections (checks all gaskets) If needed, use rubber mallet for airtight connections
3. Put the strainer in the water, use rope to maneuver the hose and keep strainer off
bottom and secure rope
4. Identifies and prepares pump connection by removing pump intake cap or intake valve,
as applicable
5. Connect the hard-suction hose to the pump intake, aligning the sections and hand
tightening in a clockwise direction
6. Dismantle drafting equipment and return to proper storage on pumper

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:
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Fire Department Communications - Radio
Chapter 3
Practical Skill 3-I-2

OBJECTIVE: Fire Department Communications utilizing
two-way portable radios for routine and emergency traffic

Firefighter 1

2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.2.1, 5.5.2

Student Name:

Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature:

INSTRUCTIONS:

Two (2) students will be assigned as a team and use a portable radio for routine and emergency
traffic. Students will take turns being the caller and receiver. Two (2) or more teams will utilize
the same radio frequency/channel simultaneously to simulate fire ground traffic and practice
radio discipline.

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

Portable Two-Way Radios

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Practice scenarios for routine and emergency radio traffic for students

SAFETY:

Always ensure student safety when conducting exercises.

Criteria:

Initial

Retest

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Turns on portable radio and checks equipment (reception and battery)
Rotate the selector knob to the assigned frequency/channel
Waits for open channel prior to transmitting (listens for break/pause in radio traffic)
Hold microphone in transmit position 1 to 2 inches from mouth at a 45 degree angle
Depress the transmit button holding down until message sent
Identify sender (yourself/unit) and receiver then transmits message
If emergency traffic: announce “emergency traffic/urgent message”, interrupting air
traffic as necessary
8. Transmits message using clear speech (no codes or jargon)
9. Receiver acknowledges message by repeating the essence of the message to the
sender
10. Shield radio from wind noise with hand and keeps antenna vertical

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:
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Ropes, Webbing and Knots – Inspection and Storage
Chapter 8
Practical Skill 8-I-1

OBJECTIVE: Rope Inspection and Storage

Firefighter I

2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.5.1

Student Name:

Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature:

INSTRUCTIONS:

Given a length of rope and a storage bag, inspect the rope, verbalize cleaning the rope and store
it in a manner so it is ready for use. Describe any defects found.

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

Two (2) Ropes (approximately 50‘-100′), Rope Storage Bags

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Head, hand and foot protection

SAFETY:

Always ensure student safety whole conducting practical exercises. Gloves cannot be worn while
inspecting the rope but should be on when loading the rope into the bag. Explain to the students
that they should exercise care when using bare hands and if the rope is found to have objects
imbedded that could cause injury that the rope must be cleaned and the hazard removed before
the inspection proceeds.

Criteria:

Initial

Retest

1. Inspects 100% of the rope length visually with gloved hands (excessive stretching, cuts,
nicks, abrasions, dirt, embedded objects and cleanliness)
2. Remove gloves for proper feel
3. Inspects 100% of the rope length tactilely (by feel for soft, crusty, stiff, or brittle spots)
4. Places a figure 8 stopper knot on each end of the rope
5. Properly “stuff” the rope into the bag (other students may assist if requested to hold
the bag for the student)
6. Student must verbalize cleaning rope according to manufacturer’s guidelines
7. Thoroughly rinse the rope
8. Dry the rope according to manufacturer’s guidelines

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:
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Ropes, Webbing and Knots – Tying Knots
Chapter 8
Practical Skill 8-I-2-4,5,7
Practical Skill 8-I-8-12
Firefighter I
Student Name:

OBJECTIVE: Tying Knots and Hitches with Rope and
Webbing
2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.3.20
Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature:

INSTRUCTIONS:

The student shall tie all of the knots listed below. As the student completes each knot, the
instructor will identify which knot is to be tied next.

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

Two (2) Lengths of Different Diameter Rope and One (1) Length of Webbing

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Must have a minimum of hand, head and foot protection at the discretion of the instructor

SAFETY:

For safety, gloves should be worn when tying knots and include a safety knot

Criteria: Overhand Safety Knot
1. Form a loop in the rope and insert the end of the rope through the loop
2. Dress the knot by pulling on both ends of the rope ay the same time
Criteria: Bowline
3. Select enough rope to form the size of the loop desired
4. Form overhand loop in standing part and pass working end upward through the loop
5. Pass the working end over the top of the loop under the standing part and bring the
working end completely around the standing part and down through the loop
6. Dress the knot by pulling the knot snuggly into place, forming an inside bowline
7. Secure the bowline with an overhand safety knot
Criteria: Clove Hitch
8. Form a loop in your left hand with the working end of the right crossing under the
standing part
9. Form another loop in your right hand (creating a round turn) with the working end
crossing under the standing part
10. Slide the right-hand loop on top of the left-hand loop
11. Hold the two loops together and the rope forming the clove hitch
12. Slide the knot over an object
13. Dress the knot by pulling both ends in opposite directions to tighten
Criteria: Figure Eight
14. Make a loop in the rope
15. Pass the working end completely around the standing end
16. Insert the end of the rope back through the loop
17. Dress the knot by pulling on both the working and standing end of the rope

Entry Level Fire Training Level 2 Practical Skill Sheets

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest
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Ropes, Webbing and Knots – Tying Knots
Chapter 8
Practical Skill 8-I-2-4,5,7
Practical Skill 8-I-8-12
Firefighter I
Student Name:

OBJECTIVE: Tying Knots and Hitches with Rope and
Webbing
2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.3.20
Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature:

Criteria: Figure-Eight on a Bight
18. Form a bight in the working end of the rope
19. Pass it over the standing part to form a loop
20. Pass the bight under the standing part and then over the loop and down through it,
this forms the figure-eight
21. Extend the bight through the knot to whatever size working loop is needed
22. Dress the knot and secure with an overhand safety
Criteria: Figure Eight Follow Through (with two (2) half hitches)
23. Tie a loose figure eight knot
24. Pass the tail end of the rope around the object to be secured
25. Follow the original figure-eight around the entire knot in reverse
26. Exit the rope beside the standing end to complete the knot and dress the knot
Criteria: Figure Eight Bend
27. Tie a figure-eight knot on one end of the rope
28. Feed the end of the other rope through the figure-eight knot in reverse. It should
follow the exact path of the original knot
29. Use a safety knot, such as the overhand, with this knot
Criteria: Becket Bend
30. Form a bight in one of the ends of the rope to be joined (always larger of two ropes)
31. Pass the end of the second (smaller) rope through the bight
32. Bring the loose end around both parts of the bight
33. Tuck this end under its own standing part and over the bight
34. Dress the knot and secure with two overhand safety knots
Criteria: Water Knot (Webbing)
35. Tie and overhand knot loosely in the end of webbing
36. Take the opposite end of the webbing and retrace the overhand knot
37. Tighten by pulling both sets of end of the webbing
38. Dress the water knot so it lays flat and no webbing trace is twisted

Instructor Notes:

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

Student Notes:
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Ropes, Webbing and Knots – Hoisting Tools
Chapter 8
Practical Skill 8-I-13-17

OBJECTIVE: Hoisting Tools and Equipment with Rope

Firefighter I

2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.3.20

Student Name:

Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature:

INSTRUCTIONS:

The student will be required to properly hoist all of these items listed below.

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

Two (2) Ropes (approximately 100′), Pick-Head Axe, Hose Roller, One (1) Section of 1-1/2" or 13/4" Hose and Nozzle (uncharged), One (1) Section of 1-1/2" or 1-3/4" Hose and Nozzle
(charged), Roof Ladder, and Pike Pole

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Must have a minimum of hand, head and foot protection at the discretion of the instructor

SAFETY:

Always ensure student safety while conducting practical exercises and all ropes will have a safety
knot tied while hoisting equipment.

Criteria: Pick-Head and/or Flat Head Axe
1. Lower an appropriate length of rope from the intended destination of the axe
2. Tie a clove hitch
3. Slide the clove hitch down the axe handle to the axe head. The excess running end of
the rope becomes the guideline
4. Loop the working end of the rope around the head of the axe and back up the handle
5. Tie a half-hitch on the handle a few inches below the clove hitch
6. Tie another half-hitch at the butt of the handle and hoist the axe
Criteria: Dry Hose line
7. Lower an appropriate length of rope from the intended destination of the hose line
8. Fold the nozzle end of the hose line back over the rest of the hose so that an overlap of
4 to 5 feet is formed
9. Tie a clove hitch, with an overhand safety knot, around the tip of the nozzle and the
hose it is folded against so that they are lashed together
10. Place a half-hitch on the folded hose about 12 inches from the loop end and hoist the
dry hose line
Criteria: Charged Hose line
11. Lower an appropriate length of rope from the intended destination of the hose line
12. Tie a clove hitch, with an overhand safety knot, around the hose about one foot below
the coupling and nozzle
13. Pass a bight through the nozzle handle and loop it over the nozzle so that the rope
holds the nozzle shut while it is being hoisted
14. Tie a half-hitch around the nozzle to take the strain off the handle and hoist hose line

Entry Level Fire Training Level 2 Practical Skill Sheets
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Initial
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Initial
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Ropes, Webbing and Knots – Hoisting Tools
Chapter 8
Practical Skill 8-I-13-17

OBJECTIVE: Hoisting Tools and Equipment with Rope

Firefighter I

2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.3.20

Student Name:

Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature:

Criteria: Roof Ladder
15. Lower an appropriate length of rope from the intended destination of the ladder
16. Make a loop in the end of the rope using a non-slip loop (bowline)
17. Place the closed loop under the ladder and bring it up between the rung about onethird the distance from the hoisting end
18. Open the loop and place it over the tip of the ladder
19. Arrange the standing part under the ladder rungs
20. Tighten the loop around the beams, pulling the standing part of the rope up behind
rungs toward the ladder tip
21. Tie a guideline to the ladder and hoist the ladder
Criteria: Pike Pole
22. Lower an appropriate length of rope from the intended destination of the pike pole
23. Secure the rope to the pike pole pointing upward toward the end of the handle using a
clove hitch
24. Leave enough excess running end so that it becomes the guideline
25. Tie a half-hitch or approved knot around the pike pole in the middle of the handle
26. Tie a second half-hitch at the around the pike pole under the pike hook and hoist

Instructor Notes:

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

Student Notes:
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Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) – SCBA Inspection
Chapter 6
Practical Skill 6-I-2
Practical Skill 6-I-3
Firefighter I
Student Name:

OBJECTIVE: Inspection of Self-Contained Breathing
Apparatus (SCBA)
2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.2.1, 5.2.3
Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature:

INSTRUCTIONS:

The student shall identify all the components of the Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA),
and inspect, operate (not don) and verbalize the cleaning procedures. If problems are found, the
student will correct the problems. After inspecting the SCBA to determine if it is functioning
properly, the student shall return it to a state of readiness and verbalize that they are finished.

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

None

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Complete Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA)

SAFETY:

Always ensure student safety when using SCBA cylinders during exercises.

Criteria:

Initial

Retest

1.
2.

Identify all components of SCBA present: harness assembly, cylinder, face piece, PASS
Inspect face piece, spider/hairnet (harness assembly) for visibility, dry rot, cracking,
and loose missing connections. Webbing fully extended
3. Exhalation valve (sticking) and breathing tube (if applicable)
4. SCBA backpack assembly, shoulder and waist straps, all hoses (fraying, cracking, loose/
damaged connections, fully extended)
5. Regulator (connects to face piece and operational)
6. “O” ring on high-pressure connection (damaged or missing)
7. Open cylinder valve, verify low-air alarm and check for leaks. NOTE: Some audible
alarms on SCBA do not sound when the cylinder valve is opened
8. Compares cylinder and regulator gauges (not > 100 PSI difference)
9. Check bypass/purge valve for operation
10. Pass device (operates correctly in all modes – auto and manual)
11. Verbalizes cleaning procedures (disinfects face piece, soap and water, dry completely)
12. Return SCBA components to a state of readiness for quick donning

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:
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Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) – SCBA Cylinder
Chapter 6
Practical Skill 6-I-10
Practical Skill 6-I-11
Firefighter I
Student Name:

OBJECTIVE: Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA)
Cylinder Removal and Replacement
2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.3.1
Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature:

INSTRUCTIONS:

The student shall remove his/her SCBA cylinder and using a spare cylinder, replace it in the SCBA.
Cylinders should be maintained within 90-100% of its rated air capacity

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

None

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA) and spare air cylinder

SAFETY:

Always ensure student safety when using SCBA cylinders during exercises.

Criteria:

Initial

Retest

1. Position the cylinder for easy access by kneeling down or bending over
2. Fully close the cylinder valve
3. Release the air pressure from the high and low-pressure hoses
4. Disconnect the high-pressure coupling from the cylinder
5. Remove the empty cylinder from harness assembly
6. Checks replacement cylinder (verify hydrostatic test date, cylinder is full and pressure)
7. Place filled cylinder into the harness assembly
8. Inspect cylinder valve opening, high-pressure hose fitting and “O” ring for debris
9. “O” ring on high-pressure connection (damaged or missing)
10. Connect the high-pressure hose to the cylinder and hand-tighten
11. Slowly open the cylinder valve fully and listen for an audible alarm and leaks
12. Close cylinder and reset SCBA for future use

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:
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Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) – SCBA Refill
Chapter 6
Practical Skill 6-I-8
Practical Skill 6-I-9
Firefighter 1
Student Name:

OBJECTIVE: Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA)
Cylinder Refill using Compressor/Cascade
2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.3.1
Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature:

INSTRUCTIONS:

The student shall refill his/her SCBA cylinder using a cascade system or compressor. Cylinders
should be maintained with 90-100% of the rated air capacity. Junior firefighters will make all the
connections, explain to instructor the procedure, and the instructor will operate cascade/
compressor

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

Air Cascade/Compressor

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA), Eye and Hearing Protection

SAFETY:

Always ensure student safety when using SCBA cylinders during exercises. Follow manufactures
instructions for cascade or compressor operation. Use eye and hearing protection for cascade
and compressor operations. Fill cylinder in an approved containment vessel.

Criteria:

Initial

Retest

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Check the hydrostatic test date and recommended fill pressure of the cylinder
Inspect the cylinder for damage (deep nicks, cuts, gouges or discoloration from heat)
Place the SCBA cylinder in a shielded (fragment-proof) fill station
Connect the fill hose to the cylinder and close bleed valve on fill hose
Open the SCBA cylinder (if applicable)
Compressor Fill: Set the cylinder pressure adjustment to desired cylinder pressure and
then open the outlet valve
7. Open the manifold valve (if applicable) and again check the fill pressure
8. Open the fill station valve and begin filling the SCBA cylinder and close valve when full
9. Cascade fill – Open cylinder with the least pressure but more pressure than SCBA
cylinder then close the cascade cylinder once equalized, repeat with next highest
cylinder pressure and repeat until SCBA cylinder is completely full.
10. Close the SCBA cylinder valve and the outlet valves on compressor/cascade manifold
11. Open the bleed valve to bleed off excess pressure between the cylinder and fill station
12. Disconnect the fill hose from the SCBA cylinder
13. Remove the SCBA cylinder from the fill station and return the cylinder

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:
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Firefighter I

LEVEL 3
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EXTERIOR
FIREFIGHTER
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Date:

May 6, 2013

Subject:

Facial Hair/SCBA Use

To:

All Local Level Instructors
County/Regional School Committees
Certification Field Test Sites

From:

George M. Stapleton, Administrator
Pennsylvania State Fire Academy (PSFA)

The issue of facial hair on firefighters has long been debated in the fire service and,
specifically, fire training programs. Concern has centered on the impact that facial hair has
on the ability to seal a tight fitting face piece against the face when utilizing Supplied Air
Respirators (SAR), Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA), etc. Tight-fitting face piece
means a respiratory inlet covering that forms a complete seal with the face.
After reviewing all evidence pro and con, pertinent legal decisions, Federal regulations and
other relevant data, the PSFA have determined that the wearing of beards or other facial
hair (other than a well-trimmed mustache) that interferes with the face piece seal is
incompatible with the duties of persons directly involved, or who may become directly
involved, in operations at emergency scenes or in training where SAR/SCBA is or may be
required.
In keeping with this determination, and in order to protect the interests of both students
and the Commonwealth, it shall be the policy of the PSFA that persons taking part in any
class whose subject matter involves the use or potential use of SAR/SCBA in any real or
simulated hazardous or Immediately Dangerous to Life and Health (IDLH), atmosphere as
defined by NIOSH and OSHA shall be clean shaven, except for the option of a well trimmed
mustache. Facial hair shall not interfere with the face piece assembly seal and other hair will
be substantially covered by protective clothing.
The final determination as to whether an individual meets this criterion shall rest with the
instructor(s) of the class. Instructors and sponsoring officials of county or regional training
activities shall be held fully accountable for adherence to this policy. Students not in
compliance will be deemed to have not satisfied class completion criteria, and will not be
issued certificates.
This policy is in effect as to the conduct of courses for the PSFA Resident, Academy on the
Road, Local-Level and the Voluntary Fire Fighter Certification programs. This policy will also
serve the best interests of the students, instructors and will reflect a positive example for
day-to-day fire and rescue service operations.

Supersedes Facial Hair/SCBA Use Memo dated August 8, 2002
36

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) – SCBA Donning
Chapter 6
Practical Skill 6-I-2, 3
Practical Skill 6-I-4
Firefighter I
Student Name:

OBJECTIVE: Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA)
Donning and Doffing utilizing Three Methods
2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.3.1, 5.3.2, 5.3.3
Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature:

INSTRUCTIONS:

The student shall don all his/her full personal protective equipment, to include Self Contained
Breathing Apparatus (SCBA) and PASS Device, according to manufacturer’s recommendations
within two (2) minutes (must be breathing air). The student will learn three approved methods
and may use any one method for donning the SCBA. Doffing SCBA will be by coat method only.

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

None

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Complete Set of Personal Protective Equipment and Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA)

SAFETY:

Allow several feet of space between students to prevent injuries.

Criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Initial

Retest

Correctly dons all PPE (all components secure for entering hazardous atmosphere)
SCBA Donning method done safely (coat, overhead, sling)
SCBA cylinder completely open and PASS device operational
SCBA face piece seal (good seal and hood over spider/hair net)
Helmet chin strap under chin and ear flaps down to protect ears
PASS Device manually activated by student
Emergency bypass valve opened by student
No exposed skin (neck, face, arms or wrists)
Lapsed time within two (2) minutes

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:
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Portable Fire Extinguishers - Operation
Chapter 7
Practical Skill 7-I-1,2,3

OBJECTIVE: Operating Portable Fire Extinguishers

Firefighter I

2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.3.16

Student Name:

Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature:

INSTRUCTIONS:

The student shall choose the correct type of fire extinguisher when given a specific fire situation,
and wearing full PPE shall demonstrate the proper fire extinguishment techniques.

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

Class “A”, Class “B” and Class “C” Extinguisher; if available Cartridge operated extinguisher

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Complete Set of Personal Protective Equipment with Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA).

SAFETY:

Always ensure student safety whole conducting practical exercises. Have back up team in place.

Criteria:

Initial

Retest

1. Identifies the correct class of fire (A, B or C)
2. Chooses correct fire extinguisher/agent
3. Checks extinguisher for operation before using (properly charged), explains P.A.S.S as
deploying extinguisher and preparing to discharge agent
4. Tests to ensure proper operation (safe direction, short test burst)
5. Demonstrates/verbalizes shutting off electrical power for Class C fires only
6. Carry extinguisher to within reach of fire
7. Discharges agent at base of fire, cover entire area and extinguishes fire and retreats
while facing fire

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:
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Forcible Entry – Conventional Forcible Entry
Chapter 11
Practical Skill 11-I-3,6,7,8,9
Practical Skill 11-I-13,14,16
Firefighter I
Student Name:

OBJECTIVE: Conventional and Thru-the-Lock Forcible
Entry for Doors, Windows and Walls
2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.3.4, 5.3.14
Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature:

INSTRUCTIONS:

The student, using the materials provided, shall force entry thru both an inward and outward
swinging locked door, window, and wall using conventional forcible entry techniques and as
many Thru-the-Lock Forcible Entry methods as possible.

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

Forcible Entry Door Simulator, Haligan Tool and Flathead Axe, A-Tool or K-Tool and Key(s), Screw
Driver, Sledge Hammer, Locking Pliers

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Complete Set of Personal Protective Equipment and Self Contained Breathing Apparatus

SAFETY:

Always ensure safety while conducting practical exercises specifically the hands

Criteria: Door Forcible Entry

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

1. Size up Direction of swing (outward or inward) and locking mechanism
2. Haligan Tool Operator command “Strike” to signal axe operator to strike haligan tool
3. Maintain control the door, props open door to prevent closure

Criteria: Window Forcible Entry/Breaking Glass
4. Size up window for operation and opening and locking mechanism
5. Forcing: Insert blade of an axe or other prying tool under the center of the bottom
sash, pry upward to force the lock and open. Prop open to prevent closure
6. Breaking: Position upwind, hands and tool handle above the point of impact and strike
window in top corner, breaking glass and clean out remaining glass, curtains, etc.

Criteria: Wall Forcible Entry
7. Inspection hole (small triangle) expanded to allow passage of firefighter.
8. Remove wall material and breech wall using approved methods (per available props)

Criteria: Thru-the-Lock Forcible Entry
9. Size up Direction of swing (outward or inward) and locking mechanism
10. Use K-Tool to remove lock cylinder and select appropriate key tool, after removal
11. Operate locking mechanism and unlock.
12. Maintain control of door and props open door to prevent closure

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:
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Ground Ladders – One Firefighter Ladder
Chapter 12
Practical Skill 12-I-2,8

OBJECTIVE: One Firefighter Extension Ladder Carry
with Flat and Beam Raise

Firefighter I

2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.3.6

Student Name:

Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature:

INSTRUCTIONS:

One (1) student shall shoulder carry and raise (flat or beam) an 18 -24’ extension ladder for the
purpose of rescue.

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

Extension ladder (18-24’)

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Complete Set of Personal Protective Equipment with Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA).

SAFETY:

Always have students use proper lifting techniques, make sure the ladder is heeled.

Criteria: Beam Raise Criteria:

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

1. Proper ladder carry (low shoulder and butt-end forward) and place beam against the
building wall
2. Verbalize check for overhead obstructions and wires
3. Bring the ladder upright and pivot (fly in) until it rests against the building, untie
halyard then extend the fly section hand-over-hand at or below the sill while heeling
ladder with body
4. Pivot fly section so fly faces out, grasp the lower rungs (high and low) and move butt
end of ladder away from building, check climbing angle, tie the halyard

Criteria: Flat Raise
5. Proper ladder carry (low shoulder and butt-end forward) and place butt (spurs) against
the building wall
6. Verbalize check for overhead obstructions and wires
7. Bring the ladder upright and pivot (fly in) until it rests against the building, untie
halyard then extend the fly section hand-over-hand at or below the sill while heeling
ladder with body.
8. Pivot fly section so fly faces out, grasp the lower rungs (high and low) and move butt
end of ladder away from building, check climbing angle, tie the halyard

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:
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Ground Ladders – One Firefighter Single Ladder
Chapter 12
Practical Skill 12-I-8, 12, 22

OBJECTIVE: One Firefighter Single Ladder Carry with
Raise and Deploy Roof Ladder

Firefighter I

2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.3.4, 5.3.6, 5.3.14

Student Name:

Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature:

INSTRUCTIONS:

Working as a team, on (1) student shall low shoulder carry and raise (flat or beam) a 14’ single
ladder for the purpose of roof ventilation. The second student will retrieve the second roof
ladder and deploy it up the first ladder to the roof. When completed, the students will return the
ladders to the apparatus, switch positions and repeat the evolution.

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

Two (2) Single Ladders (14’), roof or roof mockup

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Complete Set of Personal Protective Equipment with Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA).

SAFETY:

Always have students use proper lifting techniques, make sure the ladder is heeled.

Flat or Beam Raise Criteria:

Initial

Retest

1. Proper ladder carries, low shoulder, butt-end forward for climbing and low shoulder,
tip-end forward for roof deployment
2. Verbalizes check for overhead obstructions and wires
3. Proper raises, uses building to butt ladder for climbing, uses beam of climbing ladder to
butt roof ladder with hooks outward
4. Proper placement (proper climbing angle) and heels ladder
5. Prepares hooks prior to raising/deploying roof ladder
6. Proper ladder hoist (shoulder placement just above midpoint), reach through the rungs
of the roof ladder and hoist ladder onto the shoulder
7. Climb to top of the ladder, lock into the ladder using leg lock (opposite side of work) or
life safety harness and take the roof ladder off the shoulder
8. Hand-over-hand, places roof ladder with hooks down, until securing over ridge line

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:
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Ground Ladders – Two Firefighter Ladder
Chapter 12
Practical Skill 12-I-2,3,6,9
Practical Skill 12-I-10,16, 22
Firefighter I
Student Name:

OBJECTIVE: Two Firefighter Extension Ladder Carry
with Flat and Beam Raise and Heel Ladder
2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.3.6
Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature:

INSTRUCTIONS:

Two (2) students shall arm length carry, and do both a flat and beams raise of an 18 -24’
extension ladder for the purpose of rescue. Students will learn to heel the ladder; and the
student will return the ladder to the apparatus with a carry identified by the instructor.

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

Extension ladder (18-24’)

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Complete Set of Personal Protective Equipment with Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA).

SAFETY:

Always have students use proper lifting techniques, make sure the ladder is heeled.

Beam Raise Criteria:

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

1. Two firefighters move ladder, place ladder beam on the ground and the other on
shoulder approximately 1/4 the usable height from the building
2. Verbalize check for overhead obstructions and wires
3. Place the foot closest to the lower beam on the lower beam at the butt end with hands
grasping upper beams and other foot extended to act as a counterbalance
4. Advance hand-over-hand down the beam toward the butt until the ladder is vertical
5. Proper commands to move ladder (lift, move, raise, extend the fly and lower) given
6. Pivot the ladder to properly position fly section and untie the halyard
7. Extend the fly section with a hand-over-hand motion and engage ladder locks
8. Lower the ladder gently into position against the structure just below window sill
9. Check climbing angle, tie the halyard
10. Return ladder to engine with butt-end forward

Beam Raise Criteria:
11. Place ladder butt end facing toward the structure and tip end at shoulder height
approximately 1/4 the usable height from the building
12. Verbalize check for overhead obstructions and wires
13. Lift the tip of the ladder stepping under the beams and grasp the top rung
14. Heel the ladder by standing on the bottom rung and crouch down to grasp a rung with
both hands and lean back
15. Advance hand-over-hand down the rungs toward the butt end until the ladder is in a
vertical position.
16. Stand on opposite side of the ladder and heel the ladder by placing toes against the
same beam
17. Grasp the beams, ensuring fingers and hands are on the outside of the beam
18. Untie and grasp halyard and extend fly section with a hand-over-hand motion until tip
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Ground Ladders – Two Firefighter Ladder
Chapter 12
Practical Skill 12-I-2,3,6,9
Practical Skill 12-I-10,16, 22
Firefighter I
Student Name:

OBJECTIVE: Two Firefighter Extension Ladder Carry
with Flat and Beam Raise and Heel Ladder
2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.3.6
Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature:

reaches just below window sill and engage the ladder locks
19. Lower the ladder gently into position against the structure.
20. Check climbing angle, tie the halyard
21. Return ladder to engine with butt-end forward

Under the Ladder Heeling Method Criteria:

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

22. Once ladder is raised, stand beneath it about shoulder-width apart (do not look up)
23. Grasp ladder beams (not rungs) at about eye level and pull backward to press the
ladder against the building

In Front of Ladder Heeling Method Criteria:
24. Stand on the outside of the ladder and chock the butt end with one foot
25. Grasp the beams and press ladder against building

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:
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Ground Ladders – Three Firefighter Ladder Leg Lock
Chapter 12
Practical Skill 12-I-4,11

OBJECTIVE: Three Firefighter Extension Ladder (Arm’s
Length/Low Shoulder) Carry and Flat Raise with Leg Lock

Firefighter I

2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.3.6

Student Name:

Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature:

INSTRUCTIONS:

Three (3) students shall arm length carry and flat raise a 24’ – 28’ extension ladder for the
purpose of ventilation. Each student will: climb the ladder with a pike pole to the window, utilize
a leg lock; extend self-off the ladder with tool; descend the ladder; and return the ladder to the
apparatus with a low shoulder carry.

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

Extension ladder (24-28’) and 6’ to 8’ pike pole

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Complete Set of Personal Protective Equipment with Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA).

SAFETY:

Always have students use proper lifting techniques, make sure the ladder is heeled.

Criteria:

Initial

Retest

1. Three firefighters kneel (knee closest to ladder touches ground) two on either end on
the same side and one on opposite side in middle of ladder, all facing tip of ladder
2. Grasp a rung with the near hand, palm rearward and give the command “Prepare to
lift ladder” then give command “Lift Ladder”
3. All firefighters stand erect, lighting smoothly and continuously and pivot to face
toward the butt when the ladder is about waist high and advance ladder to location
4. Proper spotting of ladder (1/4 of used length from building)
5. Proper commands to move ladder ( lift, move, raise, extend the fly and lower) given
6. Proper raise (uses building to butt, fly section in, and flush to building or the student at
the butt foots the ladder)
7. Verbally checks for overhead obstructions and wires
8. Proper placement (above, up wind, rolls ladder to fly out, and proper climbing angle)
9. Properly tie off the halyard and secure the butt or have a student(s) foot the ladder
10. Proper climbing method (smoothly and rhythmically, hands and feet movement)
carrying a pike pole
11. Leg lock employed correctly (opposite from working side), extend with tool (simulating
taking a window), unlock and descend.
12. Return ladder to engine (low shoulder) and butt-end forward

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:
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Ground Ladders – Four Firefighter Ladder
Chapter 12
Practical Skill 12-I-4,11

OBJECTIVE: Four Firefighter Extension Ladder Shoulder
Carry and Flat Raise

Firefighter I

2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.3.6

Student Name:

Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature:

INSTRUCTIONS:

The students shall carry (flat shoulder carry) and flat raise a 35’ – 50’ extension ladder for the
purpose of roof operations. Each student will climb the ladder with a ventilation tool to the top,
sound the roof and then descend the ladder, and return the ladder to the apparatus.

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

Extension ladder (35’ or larger) and roof ventilation tools

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Complete Set of Personal Protective Equipment with Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA).

SAFETY:

Always have students use proper lifting techniques, make sure the ladder is heeled.

Criteria:

Initial

Retest

1. All firefighters kneel (knee closest to ladder touches ground) one on either end on the
same side and two on opposite sides on either end, all facing tip of ladder
2. Grasp a rung with the near hand, palm rearward and give the command “Prepare to
shoulder ladder” then give command “Shoulder Ladder”
3. All firefighters stand erect, lifting smoothly and continuously and pivot to face toward
the butt when the ladder is about chest high, extend arm through the ladder to place
the beam into shoulders and advance ladder to location
4. Proper spotting of ladder (1/4 of used length from building)
5. Proper commands to move ladder ( lift, move, raise, extend the fly and lower) given
6. Proper raise (uses building to butt, fly section in, and flush to building or the student at
the butt foots the ladder)
7. Verbally checks for overhead obstructions and wires
8. Proper placement (Above roof line by minimum of three rungs, proper climbing angle)
9. Properly tie off the halyard and secure the butt or have a student(s) foot the ladder
10. Proper climbing method (smoothly and rhythmically, hands and feet movement)
carrying a ventilation tool (pike pole, axe, etc.)
11. Return ladder to engine (arm’s length or low shoulder and butt-end forward)

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:
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Ground Ladders – Victim Rescue
Chapter 12
Practical Skill 12-I-18, 19

OBJECTIVE: Assist a Conscious Person and Unconscious
Person on to and Down a Ladder

Firefighter I

2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.3.9

Student Name:

Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature:

INSTRUCTIONS:

The students shall ensure the extension ladder is placed for rescue. Four students, two (2) inside
window and two (2) outside at ladder (one will climb, one will heel). Taking turns they will climb
the ladder and assist another student (acting as the victim) down the ladder. The students will
switch places and repeat the exercise.

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

Extension Ladder (24’ or larger), Manikin to Simulate Unconscious Victim Rescue

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Complete Set of Personal Protective Equipment with Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA).

SAFETY:

Always ensure student safety by using proper lifting techniques.

Criteria: Conscious Victim Rescue

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

1. Position the ladder (tip at sill and correct climbing angle)
2. Heel the ladder while partner climbs the ladder until at position below window for
receiving victim (both feet on one rung)
3. Talk person out of window onto the ladder feet first facing building
4. Position the victim for carrying, forearms under victim’s airpits, hands on ladder rungs
in front of victim
5. Descend the ladder one rung at a time while supporting, reassuring, talking to victim

Criteria: Unconscious Victim Rescue
6. Heel the ladder while partner climbs the ladder until at position below window for
receiving victim (one foot raised to next rung)
7. Firefighter in building lowers the victim from the window to the rescuer on the ladder,
feet first facing rescuer
8. With victim resting on knee, victim’s feet outside beams, forearms under victim’s
armpits, hands grasping ladder beams and resting victim’s chin on victim’s chest
9. Descend the ladder one rung at a time while supporting victim on knee

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:
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Fire Hose – Advancing and Operating Charged Lines
Chapter 15 and 16
Practical Skill 15-I-16, 23-27
Practical Skill 16-I-1-2, 23
Practical Skill 17-I-7
Firefighter I
Student Name:

OBJECTIVE: Advance a Charged Hose Line, Operate
Nozzles/Appliances, Extend Hose Line and Replace
Burst Section of Fire Hose
2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.3,8, 5.5.10
Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature:

INSTRUCTIONS:

Four (4) students working as two (2) separate teams shall demonstrate hose advancement of a
charged hose using the working line drag method and operate the nozzles/appliances provided.
They will deploy a 3” supply line, attach a wye, attach 1 ¾” hand lines, extend a hose line and
replace a simulated burst section of hose, replace nozzle, and place the line back in service.

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

Two (2) 100’ Pre-connected 1 ¾” with Nozzle and One (1) 100’ Pre-connected 2 ½” Hose with
Nozzle (working lines), Four (4) 50’ sections of 1 ¾” and 2 ½” (for extending/burst lines), Wye,
Fire Engine, Hose clamp (optional), Portable Master Stream Device, Spanner Wrenches and
Hydrant, Smooth bore and Combination Nozzle, Utility Strap or Rope Hose Tool

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Complete Set of Personal Protective Equipment with Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA).

SAFETY:

Always ensure student safety while conducting practical exercises.

Criteria: Working Line Drag 1 ¾”with Fire Streams

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

1. Connect wye to 3” supply line, charge supply line and each two teams of two
firefighters attaches 1 ¾” hand lines to the wye
2. As a team, position on same side of a single hose line at a coupling or nozzle, facing
direction of travel and place hose over shoulder with coupling/nozzle resting on chest
3. Pull with shoulder to advance until fully deployed. Once deployed communicate ready
to flow water, stand facing objective with feet spread at least shoulder width apart
4. Grasp hose with one hand directly behind nozzle and the shutoff with opposite hand
5. Coordinates hose/nozzle control/movement with back up person (calls out commands)
while maintains control of the hand line and crew at all times
6. Operates 1 ¾” hand lines with different nozzles (smooth bore/fog) controlling bail,
open and closing (no water hammer), changes pattern as directed (straight stream,
narrow stream and fog stream patterns)

Criteria: Working Line Drag 2 ½”with Fire Streams
7. Operates 2 ½” hand lines with different nozzles (smooth bore/fog) controlling bail,
open and closing (no water hammer), changes pattern as directed (straight stream,
narrow stream and fog stream patterns)
8. Utilizes utility straps or rope hose tool to control backward force of nozzle

Criteria: 1 ¾” Extend and Replace Hose and Nozzle
9. Open the nozzle slightly, kink hose or use hose clamp to extend and replace section
hose (total of two sections)
10. Extend two sections of 1 ¾” hose line and remove one section damaged section and
replace with new hose and replace nozzle with a smooth bore nozzle
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Fire Hose – Advancing and Operating Charged Lines
Chapter 15 and 16
Practical Skill 15-I-16, 23-27
Practical Skill 16-I-1-2, 23
Practical Skill 17-I-7
Firefighter I
Student Name:

OBJECTIVE: Advance a Charged Hose Line, Operate
Nozzles/Appliances, Extend Hose Line and Replace
Burst Section of Fire Hose
2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.3,8, 5.5.10
Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature:

11. Unkink or release hose clamp and continue flowing water.

Criteria: 2 ½” Extend and Replace Hose and Nozzle

Initial

Retest

12. Extend one section of 2 ½” hose line and remove one section damaged section and
replace with new hose and replace nozzle with portable master stream device
13. Position monitor on solid, level surface and secure according to manufacturer’s
guidelines and secure the anchor lock
14. Extend two sections of 2 ½” hose line and remove one section damaged section and
replace with new hose and replace with portable master stream device and continue
flowing water.
15. Connect the hose line to the monitor, tighten the swivel couplings using spanner
wrenches and adjust the nozzle to the proper elevation
16. Release hose clamp and continue flowing water as directed.
17. Operate a 2 ½” hose line with one firefighter loop method (for exposure protection)

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:
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Fire Hose – Hose Line Advancement (Dry and Wet)
Chapter 15
Practical Skill 15-I-16-21
Practical Skill 13-I-4
Practical Skill 12-I-17
Firefighter I
Student Name:

OBJECTIVE: Hose Line Advancement (Dry and Wet Drills)
Up and Down Stairs and Ladders
2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.3.6, 5.3.10
Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature

INSTRUCTIONS:

The students shall load 1 ¾” and 2 ½” hose line and then wearing complete PPE including SCBA,
and shall demonstrate the proper hose advancement and management to advance charged and
uncharged attack lines into a structure (no fire): up stairs: onto a ladder; and down stairs. Once
in position open nozzle to flow water. Students switch nozzle positions on next evolution(s).

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

Burn Building or Acquired Structure with interior stairs, 150 foot of 1 ¾” Hose, 150 foot of 2 ½”
Hose, nozzles, Two- Section Extension Ladder, Class 1 Harness, Hand Tool, Portable Radio and
Engine, Rope Hose Tool or Utility Strap

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Complete Set of Personal Protective Clothing and Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA)

SAFETY:

Always ensure student safety while conducting practical exercises

Criteria: 2 ½” hose:

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

1. Team appropriately loads the 2 1/2”hose lines on the pumper
2. Team advances 2 ½” hose line to building entrance or first floor stairwell for attack of
second floor fire
3. Using proper radio procedures the team orders the hose line charged
4. Prior to advancement, checks nozzle pattern and bleeds air from hose line
5. Team advances the hose to second floor and removes all kinks
6. Back up person feeds hose at critical points (obstructions and corners)

Criteria: 1 ¾” hose dry line up ladder:
7.
7.
8.
9.

Team appropriately loads the 1 ¾ ” hose lines on the pumper
Team advances 1 ½” hose line to the ladder (prepositioned), executing proper flaking
Team climbs the ladder with the hose on their shoulder (one heels, other climbs)
Nozzle person checks the floor for stability then enters the window laying down nozzle
in window before entering, heels ladder while backup firefighter climbs, sounds floor
10. Team executes flaking of excess hose when moving hose to outside of staircase
11. Using proper radio procedures the team orders the hose line charged
12. Team advances the charged hose line down the stairwell to attack the fire
13. Set nozzle and back up positions and flow water at location identified by instructor

Criteria: 1 ¾” hose Wet Line up ladder:
14. One Firefighter heels while other climbs with charged hose line (assist feeding hose
from below)
15. While on ladder, firefighter locks in with leg lock or Class 1 harness, leaving hands free
to control nozzle
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Fire Hose – Hose Line Advancement (Dry and Wet)
Chapter 15
Practical Skill 15-I-16-21
Practical Skill 13-I-4
Practical Skill 12-I-17
Firefighter I
Student Name:

OBJECTIVE: Hose Line Advancement (Dry and Wet Drills)
Up and Down Stairs and Ladders
2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.3.6, 5.3.10
Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature

Criteria: 1 ¾” hose Wet Line up ladder (continued):

Initial

Retest

16. Position the nozzle through the rungs extending it at least 1 foot beyond rungs
17. Secure the hose to the top or closest ladder rung with rope hose tool or utility strap
18. Open the nozzle slowly to reduce the effects of nozzle reaction and water hammer
19. Flow water above window, shut down, unlock from ladder and descend, switch
positions, repeat evolution

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:
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Entry Level Fire Training Skill Sheets

Firefighter I

LEVEL 4

2013 Edition, NFPA 1001

INTERIOR
FIREFIGHTER
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Rescue - Firefighter Survival
Chapter 9
Practical Skill 9-I-8-14

OBJECTIVE: Emergency Firefighter Operations and SCBA
Emergencies

Firefighter I

2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.2.4, 5.3.1, 5.3.5, 5.3.9

Student Name:

Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature

INSTRUCTIONS:

Two (2) students (working as a team), wearing complete PPE and SCBA shall demonstrate
firefighter survival techniques if trapped in a structure or having an SCBA Emergency. These
techniques include: calling a MAYDAY, breaching a wall, escaping using two (2) low profile side
maneuvers, escaping entrapment without removing SCBA, and air emergency/malfunction
procedures.

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

Forcible Entry (Search) Tools, Burn or Smoke Building, Artificial Smoke, Air Cascade, wall mockup

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Complete Set of Personal Protective Clothing and Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA)
while breathing air.

SAFETY:

Use caution when working around stairs and obstructions in limited visibility.

Criteria: Transmit a MAYDAY Report:

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

1. Announce MAYDAY, MAYDAY, MAYDAY over the radio
2. When acknowledged, provide the following: LUNAR(S)
L-Location U-Unit N-Name or ID Number A-Air Supply/Assignment (depending on
Local Standard Operating Procedures SOPs) R-Resources Needed S-Situation
3. Activate PASS device and press radio emergency button, if so equipped
4. If able, move to a wall and position yourself according to local SOPs
5. Activate flashlight and point to ceiling
6. Use a tool or other object to make noise, remain calm and conserve air

Criteria: Low Profile Maneuvers Without Removing SCBA
7. Describe or demonstrate making an inspection hole, locate stud space then increase
size to allow passage of a firefighter through stud wall
8. Using hand tool, demonstrate pushing inward and removing interior wall covering
9. Once opened, sound floor on the other side of the opening to ensure safety
10. Sit with back and SCBA toward the opening
11. Place one arm and SCBA cylinder into the opening
12. Use a backstroke technique, swim other arm through the opening
13. Using both arms and wall board for leverage, pull through the space

Criteria: Low Profile Maneuvers Without Removing SCBA:
14. Loosen waist strap and right shoulder strap and remove right arm from shoulder strap
15. Shift SCBA to left side and tuck under left armpit
16. Ensure that waist strap remains buckled and left arm remains in shoulder strap
17. Use tool to sound the other side of the wall before passing through
18. With SCBA tucked tightly under left armpit, lay on right side to create low profile and
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Rescue - Firefighter Survival
Chapter 9
Practical Skill 9-I-8-14

OBJECTIVE: Emergency Firefighter Operations and SCBA
Emergencies

Firefighter I

2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.2.4, 5.3.1, 5.3.5, 5.3.9

Student Name:

Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature

attempt escape through restricted opening

Criteria: Disentangling from Debris or Wires

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

19. Communicate MAYDAY and activate PASS if separated from crew.
20. Stop moving and access situation, stay calm and control breathing
21. If possible, back out of entanglement, or move forward with SCBA pack down and
regulator protected with gloved hand
22. If unable to move backward, or forward, attempt “swim” technique to locate points of
entanglement
23. If possible, utilize a cutting tool to cut out of the entanglement
24. Consider a partial SCBA removal to assist in finding/removing points of entanglement
25. If unable to escape, stay calm, communicate with crew, and conserve air until rescued

Criteria: SCBA Air Emergency (No Air – Emergency Bypass Valve works)
26. Drop face to the ground and ensure cylinder valve is fully open, as well as opening
regulator bypass valve as directed
27. If emergency bypass resumes air flow, immediately exit the IDLH environment only
opening emergency bypass as needed
28. Ensure that you communicate your emergency with your partner and Command via
MAYDAY transmission. Activate PASS device if trapped or disoriented

Criteria: SCBA Air Emergency (No Air – Emergency Bypass Valve Fails)
29. If emergency bypass fails air flow, create gap between chin and mask seal to take
breath. Ensure that regulator stays in place and protective hood stays sealed around
lower lip of mask
30. Communicate your emergency with partner and Command via MAYDAY transmission.
Activate PASS device, stay low to ground and attempt to escape the IDLH environment.
If trapped, stay calm and limit breathing
31. Stop to take breaths as needed, ensure protective hood remains in place to “filter” air
as much as possible.

Criteria: SCBA Air Emergency (No Air – Other SCBA Malfunction)
32. Stay low to the ground and use emergency breathing techniques
33. If SCBA still malfunctions, remove cylinder from harness and use air to breathe and
conserve after each breath. If trapped, communicate MAYDAY
34. If possible, attempt to exit the IDLH area immediately using air from cylinder

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:
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Search and Rescue – Primary/Secondary with Rescue
Chapter 9
Practical Skill 9-I-1,2
Practical Skill 9-I-3,7
Firefighter I
Student Name:

OBJECTIVE: Conduct a Primary and Secondary Search of a
Building and Perform Victim Rescue
2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.3.9, 5.3.12
Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature

INSTRUCTIONS:

Two (2) students (working as a team), wearing complete PPE and SCBA, will be provided a
simulated fire situation and shall demonstrate proper primary and secondary searches to locate
and rescue a mannequin in the structure. The students will use proper carries and drags to
remove the rescue mannequin from the designated area.

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

Forcible Entry (Search) Tools, Burn or Smoke Building, Artificial Smoke, Rescue Mannequin,
Air Cascade

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Complete Set of Personal Protective Clothing and Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA).
while breathing air

SAFETY:

Students should use proper lifting techniques to prevent back injuries. Use caution when
working around stairs and obstructions in limited visibility.

Criteria Primary/Secondary Search:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

Establish and maintain search pattern with partner; provide updates to IC (instructor)
Uses forcible entry tools (to aid in the search) and stays low throughout exercise
Searches all areas (furniture, behind doors, closets, bathtubs, etc.)
Report interior conditions to IC and remove any victims
Exit building when search is complete and report to IC interior conditions

Criteria Incline Drag:
6. Turn the victim so they are supine
7. Kneel at victims head, support head/neck, lift the victim’s body into sitting position
8. Reach under the victims arms, grasp the victim’s wrists and pull the victim to safety

Criteria Extremities Lift/Carry:
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

One firefighter kneel at the head and one stand between the knees of the victim
Standing firefighter grasp the victim’s wrist and pull the victim to a sitting position
Kneeling firefighter grasp the victim’s wrists (left wrist-right hand, right wrist-left hand)
Standing firefighter turns around, kneels down and slip hand under the victim’s knees
Both stand and move the victim on command

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:
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Horizontal Ventilation – Negative & Positive Pressure
Chapter 13
Practical Skill 13-I-1,2
Practical Skill 13-I-3
Firefighter I
Student Name:

OBJECTIVE: Horizontal Ventilation –
Negative and Positive Pressure in a Doorway and Window
2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.3.11, 5.3.12, 5.3.22
Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature

INSTRUCTIONS:

Two (2) students, wearing complete PPE and SCBA will be provided a simulated fire situation and
shall demonstrate the proper placement and operation of equipment for mechanical negative
and positive pressure ventilation in a doorway or window.

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

Positive Pressure Ventilation Fan, Exhaust (negative pressure) Ventilation Fan, Hose, Straps,
Exhaust Fan Hanging Bar, Electric Generator, and Electrical Extension Cords. Provide student
point of entry to use, location/seat of fire, possible exit openings to use for ventilation, wind
direction and velocity

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Complete Set of Personal Protective Clothing and Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA)

SAFETY:

Students should use proper lifting techniques to prevent back injuries. Air quality may need to be
monitored if gasoline powered fans are used. Follow manufacturer’s instructions.

Criteria:

Initial

Retest

1.
2.
3.
4.

Student is wearing all appropriate PPE, including SCBA
Familiar with start-up and operation of all equipment (fans and generator)
Selects vent site and clears door(s) and window(s) of obstructions
NEGATIVE: Mount/hangs the fan in the opening and chooses correct directional flow
to exhaust building air to outside,
5. Connects to power source and energizes fan(s)
6. POSITIVE: Places fan correctly (4-6 feet from point of entry)
7. Start fan(s) and temporary direct away from opening
8. Create exit opening approximately 2-3 times larger than the “point of entry”
9. Direct fan into point of entry so that cone of air covers opening (check for airflow)
10. Opens/closes window(s) correctly (windward opened low and leeward opened high)
11. Check if smoke is moving away from point of entry and toward exit, if not discontinue
use. If OK, clear smoke out of building

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:
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Vertical Ventilation – Pitched or Flat Roof
Chapter 13
Practical Skill 13-I-5,6,7
Practical Skill 13-I-8,9
Firefighter I
Student Name:

OBJECTIVE: Vertical Ventilation –
Sounding and Venting a Pitched or Flat Roof
2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.3.12
Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature

INSTRUCTIONS:

The student, wearing complete PPE and SCBA will be provided a simulated fire situation and shall
demonstrate the proper operation to enter onto (sounding) and perform vertical ventilation of a
roof.

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

Vertical Ventilation Simulator (roof mockup), Power Saws, Various Hand Tools, Roof Ladder

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Complete Set of Personal Protective Clothing and Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA)

SAFETY:

Always ensure student safety while conducting practical exercises to include falls

Criteria:

Initial

Retest

1. Properly places roof ladder (hooks out, secured over ridge, and windward side)
2. Assures power tool performance prior to ascending ladder (start and shutoff power
tool before ascending)
3. Sound the roof by holding an axe vertically by the handle with the head down, let the
axe bounce on the roof surface
4. Sounds roof as they proceed, locates rafters to avoid cutting structural members
5. Power Saw: First Cut lengthwise away from firefighter along rafter, cut from top to
bottom; Second Cut horizontal, top working toward firefighter across two rafters
stopping at third; third cut lengthwise closer to firefighter against rafter, cutting from
top to bottom; fourth cut horizontal across two rafters stopping at third, bottom
working toward firefighter. Once cut apply chain brake
6. Axe: Same as above
7. Creates an opening at the discretion of the instructor, louvers cuts and use tool to
remove decking material
8. Plunge tool through the ceiling to open ventilation hole and remove interior barriers
(ceiling materials, etc.)

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:
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Fire Control – Exterior Fire Suppression
Chapter 17
Practical Skill 17-I-8-12

OBJECTIVE: Fire Suppression, Extinguish a Ground Cover
Fire, Passenger Vehicle and Exterior Class A Fire

Firefighter I

2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.3.7, 5.3.8, 5.3.19

Student Name:

Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature

INSTRUCTIONS:

The students, wearing complete PPE (wild land or bunker gear only), Indian Tanks, and carrying
wild land hand tools shall demonstrate the proper hose advancement and management to
extinguish a ground cover fire. Students with full PPE and SCBA will extinguish a passenger
vehicle and exterior (Class A) materials fire.

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

Open area with a hill (suitable for activities) and Fire Department Engine and Hand Tools, Indian
Tanks, Dry Straw or Hay, and Fusee (ignition source). Spread Hay/Straw over area and uphill for
practical wild fire evolution

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Complete Set of Personal Protective Clothing and Self Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA)

SAFETY:

Always ensure student safety while conducting practical exercises. Make sure area is free of holes
or trip hazards and have safety line and back up team in place

Criteria: Ground Cover Fire

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

1. Identifies to instructor safe zones, escape routes and identifies if a fast or slow moving
fire
2. Position at perimeter of hot zone and approach from the burned area (black)
3. Approach flame edge and uses hand tools (brooms, fire rakes, flappers) for slow
moving fire.
4. Approaching flame edge and applies water from Indian tank downhill and upwind for
fast moving fire
5. Extinguish flames and mop up hot spots with partner(s)

Criteria: Passenger Vehicle Fire
6. Commutate to engine operator to charge hose line, bleed air from nozzle and select
appropriate fog pattern
7. Advance attack line to vehicle flowing water (fog for personnel protection), approach
at (45 degree) angle, upwind and uphill
8. Extinguish any fire under vehicle or in line of approach with fog or straight stream
9. Ensure vehicle is secure, chock wheels (show how hose line can be used to chock
vehicle)
10. Extinguish fire in passenger compartment
11. Approach side of engine compartment, open hood at corner using tool, try latch, prop
open hood and extinguish fire
12. Approach side of trunk, knock out locking mechanism to open latch, prop open and
extinguish fire
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Fire Control – Exterior Fire Suppression
Chapter 17
Practical Skill 17-I-8-12

OBJECTIVE: Fire Suppression, Extinguish a Ground Cover
Fire, Passenger Vehicle and Exterior Class A Fire

Firefighter I

2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.3.7, 5.3.8, 5.3.19

Student Name:

Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature

Criteria: Exterior Dumpster Fire/Stacked/Piled Materials

Initial

Retest

13. Have engine operator charge hose line, bleed air and select nozzle to straight stream
pattern
14. Advance to trash/dumpster from uphill and upwind keeping using the stream to cool
outside of container and/or any exposures
15. Attack the fire with a medium fog pattern for dumpster, straight stream for stacked
materials
16. Break up material and probe with pike pole/trash hook for hot spots
17. Avoid placing head into or over any openings

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:
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Fire Control – Building Utilities
Chapter 17
Practical Skill 17-I-3

OBJECTIVE: Securing Building Utilities

Firefighter I

2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.3.18

Student Name:

Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature:

INSTRUCTIONS:

The student, employing all safety precautions, shall individually demonstrate securing building
utilities.

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

Electric Breaker Box, Residential Type Gas Meter, Domestic Water Valve, Water
Key, Gas Key and Miscellaneous Hand tools

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Complete Set of Personal Protective Equipment with Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA).

SAFETY:

Always have students ensure safety while conducting practical exercises.

Criteria

Initial

Retest

1. Chooses appropriate tools required for securing utilities (utility keys, pliers, spanner
wrench, and lock out tags with locks)
2. Demonstrates shutting off main building electric (opens breaker box, identifies
involved circuit(s) and shuts off, shuts off main breaker, and lock out/tag out)
3. Demonstrates shutting off natural gas valve(s) – (meter may be inside or outside, and
quarter turn valve)
4. Demonstrates shutting off domestic water using water key (locates box, removes
cover, inserts key, and rotates valve until closed)
5. Identifies hazards of working with utilities (verbalized): Gas: Explosive range, ignition
sources, asphyxiant, and odorless (odorant added), electric: Generators (backup
supply), shock, ignition source, re-energizing power equipment, and electric back-feed
hazard

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:
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Fire Control – Sprinkler
Chapter 17
Practical Skill 17-I-4,5,6

OBJECTIVE: Connect to Fire Dept. Connection (FDC),
Operate Control Valve and Stop Water from a Sprinkler

Firefighter I

2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.3.14, 5.3.15

Student Name:

Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature

INSTRUCTIONS:

The student, wearing complete PPE and SCBA will be provided a simulated fire situation and shall
demonstrate the proper hose connection to a Fire Department Connection (FDC), operate a
sprinkler system control valve, and stop the flow of water from a sprinkler head.

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

Sprinkler System Mock-up, Sprinkler Wedge(s) (wooden)/Tongs, A-Frame Ladder, Engine, 2 ½” or
3” Supply Hose, Spanner Wrench, Double Male Appliances

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Complete Set of Personal Protective Clothing and Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA)

SAFETY:

Always ensure student safety while conducting practical exercises.

Criteria: Fire Department Connection (FDC)

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

1.
2.
3.
4.

Extend supply lines from engine (male thread toward FDC)
Remove caps from fire department connection (unscrew, breakaway)
Inspect fire department connection for debris, threads, clapper operation
Connect hose lines to left inlet of wye or inlet with lowest fitting first using adaptors (if
required) and then connect second hose line
5. Tighten connection with spanner wrench

Criteria: Outside Screw and Yoke (OS&Y) Valve
6. Close the OS&Y valve (turn clockwise) until fully closed and stem is flush with wheel
7. Open the OS&Y, turning counterclockwise until stem is fully exposed
8. Back off the OS&Y valve one-quarter turn clockwise

Criteria: Post Indicator Valve (PIV)
9. Unlock the wrench from the Post Indicator Valve (PIV) body
10. Position PIV wrench on stem nut and close (turn clockwise) until target window
indicates CLOSED or SHUT
11. Open the PIV turning counterclockwise until target window indicates OPEN
12. Back off the PIV valve one-quarter turn clockwise and replace the wrench onto the PIV

Criteria: Sprinkler Head
13. Place and climb ladder safely within reach of the sprinkler head
14. Insert the wedges (flat sides against sprinkler)/tongs between the sprinkler arms
15. Drive the wedges into the sprinkler/open tongs and lock when water flow stops

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:
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Fire Control – Interior Fire Suppression
Chapter 17
Practical Skill 17-I-1-2
Practical Skill 13-I-4
Firefighter I
Student Name:

OBJECTIVE: Hose Line Advancement for Interior Fire
Suppression and Hydraulic Ventilation
2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.3.10, 5.3.11, 5.3.12, 5.3.13
Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature

INSTRUCTIONS:

The students, wearing complete PPE and SCBA shall demonstrate proper hose line management
to attack and extinguish at least two (2) of the following types of interior fires: ground level,
above ground or below ground, then utilize the attack line to perform hydraulic ventilation.

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

Burn Building or Acquired Structure, Class A Materials (e.g., straw and pallets), Attack Lines and
Engine with Two Separate Water Supply Sources, Portable Radios, Accountability System

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Complete Set of Personal Protective Clothing and Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA)

SAFETY:

Always ensure student safety while conducting practical exercises. Back-up team standing by.

Criteria:

Initial

Retest

1.
2.
3.
4.

Deploys appropriate attack line (correctly pulled/kinks removed)
Hose line quickly advanced and signals pump operator when ready for water
Hose line charged/nozzle bleed and stream checked before entry
Students on same side of hose and one remains at 90 degree turn to assist with hose
advancement.
5. Method of advancement consistent with known or anticipated fire location
(uninvolved toward involved areas, stays low, and out of doorway prior to entry)
6. Students in correct position prior to entry and fire attack
7. Team moves toward seat of fire, opens nozzle and extinguish fire with direct, indirect
or combination attack as directed by instructor
8. Shuts off nozzle when the room begins to darken
9. Student (backup) opens and clears vent opening (door or window) of obstructions
10. Student (nozzle person) repositions line approximately 2 feet back from opening
11. Set fog nozzle pattern wide enough to cover 85-90 % of window or door opening
12. Open nozzle to fog, ensure effectiveness of ventilation and observe fire conditions
13. Upon direction of instructor, safely remove nozzle from structure

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:
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Loss Control – Salvage Covers, Water Chute, Catchall
Chapter 18
Practical Skill 18-I-6-10
Firefighter I
Student Name:

OBJECTIVE: Salvage Cover for 1 and 2 Firefighter Fold,
Throw, Water Chute (With/Without Pike Poles), Water
Catchall and Cleaning and Inspection Covers
2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.3.14
Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature

INSTRUCTIONS:

Three (3) teams of two (2) students each, wearing complete PPE and SCBA shall arrange and
cover an assortment of furniture using the one and two-firefighter throws (balloon spread) with
folded salvage covers. After deploying, the teams will demonstrate how to remove the salvage
cover, return to a safe area and refold the cover(s) for the next team(s). Utilizing other salvage
covers, the teams will demonstrate construction of water chutes (with and without pike poles)
and water catchalls. After completion of all salvage cover activities, the entire class will clean,
hang and inspect all salvage covers.

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

Three (3) Folded Salvage Cover, Two (2) Pike Poles, A-Frame Ladder, Building and Objects to be
Covered

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Two (2) firefighters in complete Set of Personal Protective Clothing and Self-Contained Breathing
Apparatus (SCBA)

SAFETY:

Use caution when working around stairs and obstructions

Criteria: Spread a folded Salvage Cover – Two Firefighter Balloon Throw

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Unfold the cover along one side of the objects to be covered
Separate the last half-fold by grasping each side of the cover near the ends
Lay the side of the cover closes to the furniture on the ground
Make several accordion folds in the inside hand
Place the outside hand about midway down the end hem
Place the inside foot on the corner of the cover to hold it in place
Pull the cover tightly between each student an swing the folded part down, up and out
in once sweeping movement in order to pocket as much air as possible.
8. Pitch or carry the accordion folds across the object when the cover is as high as each
student can reach. This action causes the cover to float over the object
9. Straighten the side for better water runoff

Criteria: Spread a folded Salvage Cover – One Firefighter Spread
10. Lay the folded cover on top of and near the center of the object to be covered
11. Separate the cover at the first fold and selecting either end, continue to completely
unfold the cover into position over the end of the object being covered
12. Unfold the other end of the cover in the same manner over the object
13. Grasp the open edges where convenient, one edge in each hand and open the sides of
the cover over the object by snapping both hand up and out
14. Repeat on the other end and tuck in all loose edges at the bottom

Criteria: Remove Spread Salvage Cover
15. Starting at each end, double up the salvage cover folds (bottom of cover over top of
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Loss Control – Salvage Covers, Water Chute, Catchall
Chapter 18
Practical Skill 18-I-6-10
Firefighter I
Student Name:

16.
17.
18.
19.

OBJECTIVE: Salvage Cover for 1 and 2 Firefighter Fold,
Throw, Water Chute (With/Without Pike Poles), Water
Catchall and Cleaning and Inspection Covers
2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 5.3.14
Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature

cover) to trap debris and work towards center balling up to remove outside
Once outside, grasp opposite end of the cover at the center grommet
Stretch lengthwise, pulling tightly, shake out wrinkles and spread on the ground
Identifies clean and dirty side of salvage cover
Creates inside and outside folds, folds each end to center leaving 4” space. Then
continues lengthwise end to center folds until properly folded

Criteria: Water Chute without Pike Poles

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

20. Open the salvage cover and lay flat at the desired location
21. Roll the opposite edges of the salvage cover toward the middle until there is a 3 foot
width between the rolls
22. Turn the cover over and adjust the chute to collect and channel water by elevating one
end
23. Extend the other end out a door or window

Criteria: Water Chute With Pike Poles
24. Repeat 20 and 21 above, and roll pike poles within the salvage cover with the pike
extending off the end of the cover
25. Turn the cover over and use pike poles to hook one end of salvage cover to a ladder to
channel water out a door or window.

Criteria: Water Catchall
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Open the salvage cover and lay flat at the desired location
Roll the sides inward approximately 3 feet
Lay the ends of the side rolls over at a 90 degree angle to form the corners of basin
Roll one end into a tight roll on top of the side roll and form a projected flap
Lift the edge roll and tuck the end roll to lock the corners on each end

Criteria: Salvage Cover Inspection
31. Wash salvage cover with clean water and detergent with scrub brush
32. Rinse thoroughly with clean water and hang to dry
33. Mark cover with chalk or marker and patch according to manufacturer’s instructions

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:
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Entry Level Fire Training Skill Sheets

Firefighter II

LEVEL 5

2013 Edition, NFPA 1001

ADVANCED
FIREFIGHTER
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Fire and Life Safety – Pre Incident Planning
Chapter 21
Practical Skill 21-II-4

OBJECTIVE: Prepare a Pre Incident Planning Survey

Firefighter II

2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 6.5.1, 6.5.3

Student Name:

Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature

INSTRUCTIONS:

The student will conduct a pre-incident survey of a commercial building as homework, and
review that survey with the instructor. This document will include completed safety inspection
form, diagrams/sketches of the building floor plan, a plot plan and response assignments for
responding companies. This can be used as the required documentation for and attached to the
FF II Application for the PA Voluntary Fire Service Certification Program.

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

Classroom setting and copy of the PSFA FFII Application Forms

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Uniform/ID, Pencils and Paper for Note Taking, PSFA FFII Application, Flashlight, Tape Measure
Camera (optional), Head and Eye Protection

SAFETY:

Always ensure student safety while conducting practical exercises.

Criteria:

Initial

Retest

1. Contacted owner or manager to gain permission and receive contact information
2. Recorded location of hydrants, Fire Department Connections, fire alarm boxes, rapid
entry key systems, building type of building construction and materials, exposures,
access and egress from the site, occupancy of building, on-going construction, etc.
3. Prepare a sketch of the building (minimum of one block in all directions), include
exposures, streets, hydrant(s) (distance to target hazard), etc.
4. Obtained hydrant flow and recorded required fire flow from primary and secondary
hydrants and indicate if public or private hydrant system
5. Surveyed the interior of the building (either begin on the lowest floor and work up or
on the roof and work down)
6. Record any features or conditions related to life safety and fire suppression and
recorded (systems, alarm panel, control valves, standpipes, stairwells, hazardous
operations, equipment or materials, utility control, roof access, elevators, high value
content or fuel loads, and other hazards/information present)
7. Record after hours contacts, utilities and other special information
8. Draw floor plan of building to include information from Step 6 above
9. Thank owner/manager and shares results of survey and answers any questions
10. Reviews final survey with instructor and corrects for possible submission with FF2
application

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:
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Name:___________________________________
PREPLAN AND FIRE SAFETY INSPECTION OF TARGET BUILDING (Page 1 of 3)
BUILDING
NAME______________________________________________________________________________________
BUILDING
ADDRESS___________________________________________________________________________________
OWNER:________________________________________________
OCCUPANT:__________________________________
ADDRESS:__________________________________________________________________________________
TYPE OF OCCUPANCY:__________________________ EMERGENCY NOTIFICATION:________________
DIMENSIONS: LENGTH_______ WIDTH_______ NO. STORIES_______ TOTAL SQ. FT._______
BUILT (YR)________
CONSTRUCTION: WALLS________________ FLOORS___________________ ROOF_________________
FORCIBLE ENTRY POINTS___________________________________________________________________
UTILITIES:

SUPPLIER / EMERGENCY TELEPHONE SHUT-OFF LOCATION

ELECTRIC:_________________________________ _____________________________________________
WATER:___________________________________ _____________________________________________
GAS:______________________________________ _____________________________________________
HVAC:____________________________________ _____________________________________________
STAIRWAYS, TYPE AND LOCATIONS:_________________________________________________________
ELEVATORS, TYPE AND LOCATIONS:________________________________________________________
OTHER VERTICAL OPENINGS, TYPE AND LOCATIONS:__________________________________________
PROCESSES:_________________________________________________________________________________
HAZARDS:__________________________________________________________________________________
POPULATION AND TIMES:____________________________________________________________________
SPECIAL POPULATION TARGETS AND LOCATIONS:____________________________________________
SALVAGE TARGETS AND LOCATIONS:________________________________________________________
Revised Jan 2010
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Name:_________________________________
PREPLAN AND FIRE SAFETY INSPECTION OF TARGET BUILDING (Page 2 of 3)
EXPOSURES: DISTANCE

TYPES OF CONSTRUCTION

NORTH:_________________ __________________________________________________________________
EAST:___________________ __________________________________________________________________
SOUTH:_________________ __________________________________________________________________
WEST:__________________ __________________________________________________________________
PROTECTION: SPRINKLERS: WET_______ DRY________

COMPLETE_______ PARTIAL_________

STATIC PRESSURE__________________________ FD CONNECTION LOCATION_____________________
ROOM LOCATION___________________________________________________________________________
SPRINKLERS CLEAR OF OBSTRUCTIONS?
CONTROL ROOM CLEAR OF OBSTRUCTIONS?
FIRE DEPT. CONNECTION ACCESSIBLE?
FIRE PUMP?
FIRE PUMP CAPACITY:__________GPM

YES______
YES______
YES______
YES______

NO______
NO______
NO______
NO______

N/A_____
N/A_____
N/A_____
N/A_____

PUMP LOCATION:________________________________

STANDPIPE: WET_______ DRY_______

CONDITION OF HOSE:_________________________________

STANDPIPE THREAD SIZE:____________

FD CONNECTION LOCATION:__________________________

AREA HOSE CABINETS CLEAR OF OBSTRUCTIONS?

YES_______

NO_______

N/A______

FIRE ALARM EQUIPMENT (DESCRIBE):_______________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
IS SYSTEM OPERABLE?
IS SYSTEM TESTED?

YES_______
YES_______

NO_______
NO_______

WATER SUPPLY: TYPE____________________________ CAPACITY__________________________GPM
LOCATION:_________________________________________________________________________________
EMERGENCY EXITS:

YES_______

NO_______

CLEAR OF OBSTRUCTIONS?

YES_______

NO_______
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Name:_________________________________
PREPLAN AND FIRE SAFETY INSPECTION OF TARGET BUILDING (Page 3 of 3)
HEATING EQUIPMENT: TYPE_________________________________________________________________
INSPECTED?
SAFELY ARRANGED?
ROOM CLEAR?

YES_____
YES_____
YES_____

NO_____
NO_____
NO_____

LOCATION OF SHUT DOWN CONTROLS :______________________________________________________
CONDITIONS FOUND ON INSPECTION: ________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
KNOWN OCCUPANCY HAZARDS: (LIST HAZARDS) _____________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________
INSPECTOR’S SIGNATURE

DATE

Permission to conduct this inspection was granted by:
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Name (please print)
Title
Phone
NOTE: The information requested is for training and validation purposes only. All information contained within is
confidential.

Revised Jan 2010
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Fire and Life Safety – Fire Safety Survey
Chapter 21
Practical Skill 21-II-1

OBJECTIVE: Prepare and Conduct a Fire Safety Survey in an
Occupied Dwelling (Residential Structure)

Firefighter II

2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 6.5.1

Student Name:

Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature

INSTRUCTIONS:

The student will conduct and prepare a fire safety survey for an occupied private dwelling (can
use your own home) and go over that survey with the instructor. This document can be used as
the required documentation or and be attached to the FF II Application for the PA Voluntary Fire
Service Certification Program.

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

Classroom setting

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Pencils and Paper for Note Taking, PSFA FFII Application, Flashlight, Tape Measure

SAFETY:

Always ensure student safety while conducting practical exercises.

Criteria:

Initial

Retest

1. Conduct survey of the residence (attic, utility rooms, storage areas, kitchen, livingroom, garage and basement taking notes of hazards)
2. Identify fire hazards and recommend appropriate solutions (mount smoke alarms if
needed) as identified on the safety inspection form
3. Prepare a line diagram of the home to include each floor level, doors and windows
4. Indicate escape routes, placement of smoke detectors and outside meeting place
5. Explain the procedure for calling for emergency assistance in your community (what
information must callers provide to 911 services)

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:

Entry Level Fire Training Level 5 Practical Skill Sheets
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Fire and Life Safety – Fire/Life Safety Presentation
Chapter 21
Practical Skill 21-II-2

OBJECTIVE: Prepare and Conduct a Fire and Life Safety
Presentation

Firefighter II

2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 6.5.1, 6.5.2

Student Name:

Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature

INSTRUCTIONS:

The student will be assigned a specific topic by the instructor and will prepare and conduct a
short (3-4 minute) fire and life safety presentation for the entire class.

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

Classroom setting

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Materials for presentation

SAFETY:

Always ensure student safety while conducting practical exercises.

Criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Initial

Retest

Research the determined fire or life safety topic for your audience
Identifies him/herself and the organization they represent (fire company/dept)
Introduces the topic and explains the importance of the topic
Conduct the presentation according to his/her lesson plan
Summarizes information and asks for questions and answer those questions
The information presented was informative and accurate

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:

Entry Level Fire Training Level 5 Practical Skill Sheets
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Scene Lighting – Portable Generator and Lights
OBJECTIVE: Demonstrate Inspecting, Servicing and
Maintaining Portable Generator/Tools and Lighting
Equipment
2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 6.5.4

Chapter 10
Practical Skill 10-II-1
Firefighter II
Student Name:

Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature

INSTRUCTIONS:

The student working as a team will demonstrate the steps for inspecting, servicing and
maintaining a portable generator/power tool and lighting equipment.

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

Maintenance Tools, Cleaning Rags, Spare or Replacement Parts (Spark Plugs, Light Bulbs), and
Appropriate Oils and Fluids, Manufacturers Maintenance Procedures, Funnel and Fire
Extinguisher

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Appropriate PPE, including Hearing, Eye and Hand Protection

SAFETY:

Always ensure student safety while conducting practical exercises.

Criteria: Generator or Power Equipment: 1st Firefighter

Initial

Retest

Initial

Retest

1. Inspect spark plugs for damage, visible corrosion, carbon accumulation or cracks in the
porcelain and ensure the spark plug is tight. Replace spark plug.
2. Check carburetor and identify signs of fuel leaks
3. Checks entire unit for visible damage or missing parts (guards, safety devices, etc.)
4. Ensure safety, requests second Firefighter to have fire extinguisher ready before
checking fuel or refueling equipment that has been operating
5. Check fuel and oil level and refill as indicated
6. Start generator and run tests as required by manufacturer’s service manual
7. Properly shuts down unit, returns tools/equipment and switches with 2nd Firefighter

Criteria: Lighting Equipment: 2nd Firefighter
8. Inspect all electrical cords for damaged insulation, exposed wiring, or missing or bent
prongs
9. Test operation of lighting equipment by connecting each light to the generator one
light at a time. Replace light bulb
10. Clean work area and switches with 1st Firefighter

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:

Entry Level Fire Training Level 5 Practical Skill Sheets
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Fire Hose – Service Test
Chapter 15
Practical Skill 15-II-1

OBJECTIVE: Service Test Fire Hose

Firefighter II

2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 6.5.5

Student Name:

Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature

INSTRUCTIONS:

Working as a teams, and wearing head, eye, hand and foot protection will service test fire hose.

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

100’ 2 ½-3”Hose (per team), Spanner Wrench, Rope, Rope Hose Tool, or Hose Strap, Test Gate
Valve, Nozzle/Blind Cap, Chalk or Pencil, Stopwatch/watch, Clip Board, Apparatus, Water Supply

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Complete Set of Personal Protective Clothing

SAFETY:

Always ensure student safety while conducting practical exercises.

Criteria:

Initial

Retest

1.

Connect two hose sections (check the gaskets before connecting) into test lengths of
no more than 100 feet (for skill sheet) but normally not more than 300 feet
2. Use spanner wrench to tighten the connections between sections
3. Connect open test gate valve to each discharge and tighten connection
4. Connect a test length to each test gate valve and tighten connection
5. Tie a rope, rope hose tool, or hose strap to each test length of hose 10 to 15 inches
from the test gate valve connections and secure to discharge pipe or other anchor
6. Attach a shut off nozzle (or other device that permits air to be discharged) to the open
end of the test lengths
7. Fill each hose line with water with a pump pressure of 50 psi
8. Open the nozzles away from test area and hold above the level of the pump discharge
to permit all the air in the hose to discharge
9. Close nozzles after all air has been purged from test lengths and makes a chalk/pencil
mark on the hose jacket
10. Check hose is free of kinks and no couplings are leaking
11. Close each hose test gate valve and increase pump pressure to the required test
pressure given in NFPA 1962 (tell instructor test pressure)
12. Maintain test pressure for time specified by instructor (3 min.) and monitor the hose
13. Slowly reduce the pump pressure after 3 minutes, disengage the pump and open the
nozzles slowly to bleed off the pressure
14. Break connections, drain water and observe marks placed on hose at couplings. If a
coupling has moved, leaked or failed during the test, tag or roll for “out of service” roll
15. Record the test results for each section of hose

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:

Entry Level Fire Training Level 5 Practical Skill Sheets
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Fire Streams – Foam and Combustible Liquid Fire
Chapter 16
Practical Skill 16-II-2

OBJECTIVE: Assemble the Components to Place a Foam
Line in Service and Demonstrate Proper Application

Firefighter II

2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 6.3.1

Student Name:

Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature

INSTRUCTIONS:

The student acting as a member of a team and wearing full PPE and SCBA will correctly assemble
the components and place in service a foam line demonstrating the correct application using one
of the three approved foam techniques for a combustible liquids fire.

MATERIALS

Hose, Aspirating Nozzle, Foam Eductor, Different types of Training Foam Concentrate (only),
Spanner Wrench, Fire Engine, Water Supply and Class B training prop

PROVIDED:
MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Full set of Personal Protective Clothing and Self-contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA)

SAFETY:

Always ensure student safety while conducting practical exercises.

Criteria:

Initial

Retest

1.
2.
3.
4.

Select the proper foam concentrate for the burning fuel involved and move to eductor
Check the eductor and nozzle for hydraulic compatibility (rated for the same flow)
Adjust the eductor metering valve to the same % rating as that listed for the foam
Attach the eductor to a hose line capable of efficiently flowing the rated capacity of the
educator and the nozzle. At least 40 and no more than 200 ft. from the nozzle
5. Attach the attack hose line and desired nozzle to the discharge end of the eductor
6. Place the eductor suction hose into the foam concentrate and open nozzle fully
7. Indicate to the engine operator and instructor the required water supply pressure
required for the eductor and have hose line charged to that pressure
8. Move hose line to point of fire attack (upwind and uphill), test line for foam prior to
applying stream to fire/spill and then apply as needed to extinguish fire/cover spill
9. Rain-Down Method: Direct foam stream into air above fire or spill so that foam floats
gently down onto surface of fuel and maintain as foams spreads across the surface
10. Bank-Down Method: Direct foam stream onto nearby elevated object, allow foam to
run down onto surface of fuel and maintain as foams spreads across the surface
11. Roll-On Method: Direct foam stream on the ground near front edge of fire so that
foam rolls across surface of fuel and maintain as foams spreads across the surface
12. Shut down nozzle, switch positions, apply foam as directed by instructor
13. Team backs away (facing fire), removes eductor from bucket, flushes line/equipment,
disassembles and returns equipment for next evolution

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:

Entry Level Fire Training Level 5 Practical Skill Sheets
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Fire Control – Pressurized Flammable Gas Container Fire
Chapter 17
Practical Skill 17-II-2

OBJECTIVE: Control a Pressurized Flammable Gas Container
Fire

Firefighter II

2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 6.3.3

Student Name:

Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature

INSTRUCTIONS:

Depending on the prop size, the students (2 or 4) acting as a team and wearing full PPE and SCBA
will control a pressurized flammable gas container fire.

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

Hose, Nozzle, Fire Engine, Water Supply and Flammable Gas training prop, Staffed Safety Line

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Full set of Personal Protective Clothing and Self-contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA)

SAFETY:

Always ensure student safety while conducting practical exercises.

Criteria:

Initial

Retest

1. Deploy hand lines (check nozzle pattern and bleed air from hose lines) and ensure
adequate length of hose to advance and attack fire
2. Cool cylinder, storage tank or prop, applying straight stream (do not extinguish flame)
3. Advance hose lines to isolate control (shut off) valve by applying fog stream (30-degree
pattern to push flame away from valve( while approaching upwind and uphill from side
of container
4. While maintaining fog pattern, have backup person close shut off control valve
completely
5. Team handles hose effectively and maintains control when moving and changing
nozzle patterns
6. Once shut off is closed, withdrawal hose lines and continue cooling container
7. If unable to push flame away from the valve, withdraw and continue from a safe
location
8. Shut down nozzle, switch positions, and repeat evolution

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:

Entry Level Fire Training Level 5 Practical Skill Sheets
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Fire Control – Command and Interior Fire Attack
Chapter 17
Practical Skill 17-II-1

OBJECTIVE: Establish Incident Command and Coordinate
Interior Fire Attack of a Structure Fire

Firefighter II

2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 6.1.1.2, 6.2.2, 6.3.2

Student Name:

Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature

INSTRUCTIONS:

The student working as member of a five (5) person team (first alarm assignment) will
demonstrate establishing Incident Command (IC) that involves a simulated fire in a residential
structure. The student will assume command, coordinate tasks, maintain command and control
until transfer of command is requested by instructor. Each student will assume the role of IC.

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

Classroom or Drill Ground, Portable Radios (each student and instructor) and Residential Fire
Scenario

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

(1) Incident Commander, (2) Engine 1 Officer, (3) Engine 2 Officers, (4) Truck 1 Officer (Rescue)
(5) Truck 2 Officers (Ventilation) (Instructor serves role as Communications/Dispatch Center)

SAFETY:

Always ensure student safety while conducting practical exercises.

Criteria:

Initial

Retest

1. Transmit initial arrival (on-scene) size up report via radio
2. Report place and name of Incident Command per department Standard Operating
Guidelines (SOGs)
3. Prepare initial size up (fire conditions, type of occupancy, hazards and rescue potential)
4. Provide incoming units assignments and actions to be taken
5. Define incident objectives and strategies (Incident Action Plan) to instructor
6. Assign available resources to tasks to include (RIC/RIT), staging, manpower, etc. and
receive confirmation of orders
7. Request additional resources as required per county/department guidelines radioing
Communications/Dispatch Center (instructor)
8. Monitors and records progress of resources, assignments and accountability
9. Provide face-to-face briefing to instructor during transfer of Command

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:

Entry Level Fire Training Level 5 Practical Skill Sheets
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Fire Origin and Cause – Protecting Evidence
Chapter 19
Practical Skill 19-II-1

OBJECTIVE: Protect Evidence of Fire Cause and Origin

Firefighter II

2013 Edition, NFPA 1001, 6.3.4

Student Name:

Date:

PASS (X)

FAIL (X)

Instructor Signature

INSTRUCTIONS:

The entire class wearing foot, eye, head and hand protection, given a simulated fire situation and
the possible cause of the suspected fire, will collect possible evidence, document the scene and
protect this potential evidence from further damage.

MATERIALS
PROVIDED:

Paper and Pencil or Pen, Camera, Plastic Sheeting, Cardboard Boxes, Caution Tape or Rope to
Mark Off Area, CO and H2S Multi-Gas Meter

MATERIALS
NEEDED:

Class in complete Head, Hand, Eye and Foot Protection

SAFETY:

Always ensure student safety while conducting practical exercises.

Criteria:

Initial

Retest

1. Monitor (meter) room for Carbon Monoxide (CO) and Hydrogen Sulfide (H2S) and
determine if safe levels exist to continue operations in burn room
2. Protect potential evidence (do not touch, disturb, tramp or use excessive water on
evidence)
3. Isolate the area where evidence is found with caution tape, rope or posting a guard
4. Record information about evidence (location and appearance of evidence, if it must be
moved to include a site drawing and photographs and if and how the evidence was
disturbed)
5. Initiate a chain of custody record that stays with evidence
6. Notifies instructor of any investigative (Fire Marshal/Law Enforcement or Coroner) that
would need to respond

Instructor Notes:

Student Notes:

Entry Level Fire Training Level 5 Practical Skill Sheets
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Instructor Acknowledgement of Entry
Level Fire Training Course Completion
Student Name:

Address:

Fire Department:

INSTRUCTORS: Please Initial the Written and Skills Box indicating the above student has successfully
completed this specific level (course) of instruction and then sign at the level (course) you instructed

Introduction to the Fire Service (ELIS) Level 1 – FFI
Date:

Course #:

ETA Sponsor:

PRINT INSTRUCTOR NAME:

WRITTEN (PASS)

SKILLS (PASS)

INSTRUCTOR SIGNATURE:

(Pre-requisite class) Hazardous Materials Awareness
Certificate/proof of class completion presented by Student:

INSTRUCTOR SIGNATURE:

Fire Ground Support (ELFG) Level 2 - FFI
Date:

Course #:

ETA Sponsor:

PRINT INSTRUCTOR NAME:

WRITTEN (PASS)

SKILLS (PASS)

INSTRUCTOR SIGNATURE:

(Pre-requisite on-line class) NIMS 100 and 700
Certificate/proof of class completion presented by Student:

INSTRUCTOR SIGNATURE:

Exterior Firefighter (ELEF) Level 3 – FFI
Date:

Course #:

ETA Sponsor:

PRINT INSTRUCTOR NAME:

WRITTEN (PASS)

SKILLS (PASS)

INSTRUCTOR SIGNATURE:

(Pre-requisite class) Hazardous Materials Operations
Certificate/proof of class completion presented by Student:

INSTRUCTOR SIGNATURE:

Interior Firefighter (ELIF) Level 4 - FFI
Date:

Course #:

ETA Sponsor:

PRINT INSTRUCTOR NAME:

WRITTEN (PASS)

SKILLS (PASS)

INSTRUCTOR SIGNATURE:

(Pre-requisite class) ELIF or Equivalent Training or FF1 Certification

Advanced Firefighter (ELAF) Level 5 - FFII
Date:

Course #:

PRINT INSTRUCTOR NAME:

ETA Sponsor:

WRITTEN (PASS)
INSTRUCTOR SIGNATURE:

SKILLS (PASS)

The Pennsylvania State Fire Academy under the auspices of the Office of the State
Fire Commissioner is responsible for developing and providing training programs
and voluntary professional certification. These programs are intended to prepare
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania’s professional firefighters, both career and
volunteer, to safely and effectively deal with the broad spectrum of incidents they
encounter daily.
The State Fire Commissioner’s staff located at the State Fire Academy in
Lewistown, Pennsylvania, is responsible for carrying out these
training/certification mandates. Utilizing the Lewistown training staff and
facilities available through a training network called Educational Training Agencies
(community colleges, county and regional training centers), the State Fire
Academy is able to offer training and certification opportunities across the
Commonwealth. Within this network of services, these opportunities are
enriched by the “real world” experience of the Resident, Adjunct and Local-Level
Field Instructors accredited by the State Fire Academy and involved in direct
program delivery.

For more information regarding Resident Training Programs/Courses, Academy on
the Road Programs, Local Level Training Opportunities and Fire Service
Certification, please contact:
Pennsylvania State Fire Academy
1150 Riverside Drive Lewistown, PA 17044-1979
In Pennsylvania call toll free: 1-800-459-4096
Or 717-248-1115
www.osfc.state.pa.us

